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itBSTRACT 
A densi ty-gra.dient-stabili zed e~ectrophore sis 
apparatus has been designed end built. 
Spectrophotometric and electrophoretic measure-
ments are used to investigate the hydrogen ion, mercuric 
ion, end rethyl.Ioorcuric ion complexes of purine and py-
rimidine derivatives. The results are uned to inf'er the 
charge C1£ the cQitplex.eo. 
The problem of determining the charge of an ion 
:rran its mob:Uity a.ncl diffusion coefficient :!.s also 
considered. 
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I. INTRODOOTION 
P'erreira et al. (1) (herein.e.fter referred to ae PBZYVD) used 
spectrophotometric measurements and pH-stat titrations to investigate the 
compl.exes formed by purine and pyrimidine derivstives in the presence ot 
exc;ese mercuric ion. The mee.suremente were made in the pH rt'LilSO ot 1-' 
with ag+2 concentrations of 10-2 to 10-3 P and ligand concentrations in 
. -4 
the 10 P' range. Under the condi tiona one might expect the follOWing 
general reaction to take place 
(1) 
* where HP refera to a purine or pyrimidine derivative having a charge +n. 
However the experiments seemed consistent With the postulate that 
hydrolysis crt the complexed mercuric ion was taking place 1 
(2) 
The adenine, 7-metbyladenine, 9-methyladenine and 6-N,N-dimethyl-
aminopurine systems seemed to give the hydrolyzed product according to re-
action (2) While in the cytidine case both reactions (1) and (2) appeared 
to be taking place giving a mixture ot products. 
rrau the above rei!IUlts one inters that the acid p1C for the reaction 
+n + P-Hg-OH + H (3) 
is lass than 1.5. This result is surprising, in view crt the feet that the 
+2 ( ) + pKa of ~o-Hg-01f2 is 3. 7 2 and the pK8 of 11:2o-Rg-OH is 2.6 (2) while 
* 'lbe mo1eculsr structuree of the purines and pyrimidines to be 
discussed in this thesis are shovn in Figure 1. One should aleo note 
the numbering ~stems and the acid pK's. 
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Fig I 
R X pK's 
x,N.,......x 
Adenine H H 4.22 9o 8 N::XN> Adenosine Sugar H 3o45 l2 .5 l.N N 9-Methyladenine CHs H I 6- N,N-dimethyl- H CHs 
R aminopurine 
7-Methyladenine SUGAR 
pK ' s 
Cyti dine 4.22 
N 
N > 
OH 
pK' s 
Deoxyadenylic acid (5') 3-3 
the pKa at ca,-Hg-0~ is 4.5 (:~,4). Thus it appears that the acidity of 
tho R-Hg-< group is enhanced Vhen R is either a purine or a pyrimidine 
derivative. 
There· are several reasons why the J'BZYVD resul.ts may not be can-
pletely reliable: 
(a) The sol.utions used in the pH stat experiments already have a 
relatively high acid concentration so a significant error may exist in the 
determination of the amount of hydrogen ion liberated when the complexes 
are formed. 
(b} The conclusiGns drawn fran the spectrophotometric experiments 
depend on plotting some tunction at the change in absorbance and finding 
+ ++ linear behavior With respect to sane function of H and Hg • From the 
plot one must obtain both the extinction coefficient of the complex and 
the constant Kc for complex forlll6tion. The procedure becanes unreliable 
if not impossible if two or ~ reactions are taking place simultaneously. 
Thus for the reactions 
HP+n + Hg+2 
and 
P-llg+(n+l) + B+ A A = f (~:) 
P-llg-OB+n + 2B+ A A = g \(~li) 
+ ++ the change in the absorbance A is a more complicated tul'lctio.."l of H and Hg 
which does not lend itself to simple plotting and interpretation. The analy-
sis must give the extinction coe:f:ficients for both canplexes and the equilib-
rium constants tor both reactions. 
As a further complication there is also the possibility of the 
following type of reaction 
RP+n + 2Bg+2 (4) 
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In view at the above discussion it was telt that some other type 
ot canf'i.rmation tor reaction (2) would be desirable. 
One piece ot information about a complex which would be help:ful 
in elucidating its formula is its charge, or in the case of a mixture, 
the overage charge. '!his thesis principally describes en electrophoretic 
study of these complexes aimed at the determination of their charge. 
There are two possible methods of eccomplishing the above 
e.) Theoretical ce.lculs.tic:ra of the charge of a canplex from meaa-
urements of its mobility and diffusion constant, and 
b) Detennination of the charge by comparison ot the electro-
phoretic mobilities ot structurally simil.ar ions. 
and 
or 
Method (e.) makes use at the following relationships 
Ze 
u • T (5) u ,.. mobility 
(6) kT D =-t 
Therefore 
Z = ionic charge 
e = electronic charge 
t = frictional coefficient 
D = diffusion constant 
k =molecular gas constant 
T c absolute temperature 
ukT Z=-nt 
so that a measurement of u and D makes it possible to calculate z. 
(7) 
(8) 
Aa discussed later, the above relationships do not hold accurately 
at a finite salt concentration. Nevertheless we endeavored to build an 
electrophoresis apparatus that would measure u and D i n order to test 
equation (8) under practical circumstances. 
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However at its present stage of development the apparatus is satis-
factory ~or measuring ~ to one or two per cent, but it is not good enough 
to determine D to better than 3QJ. We have therefore not been able to 
make a decisive study o~ the use of equation (8) ~or charge determination, 
although our semiquantitative results appear prami~ing. 
Method (b) makes use of the relation 
Ze 
u = T 
One micht guess that, for example, for the ions 
Iilfa H (j() 
N N 
I 
(I) R 
+ 
+ 
(III) 
(II) 
R == H or sugar 
(9 ) 
the geometries are similar and therefore the friction coef~icients would be 
similar. It should be noted that ve knov that protoneted adenine or adeno-
sine· (I) has a charge of +1. It was therefore hoped that by canparison of 
the mobility of the mercury complex with that of the protonated ~orm at dit-
f'erent pH's it would be possible to i~er the charge of the mercury canplexes. 
The measurements reported in this thesis confirm sane or the results 
obtained by :rBzrvD. However in several cases (notably the Hg +2 -adenine 
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system) the electrophoresis data strongly suggest the.t in the pH range 
where FB2YVD worr~d significant amounts of both the P-Hg-OH+n and 
+(n+l) P-Hg-OH2 complexes were present. 
The methyl mercury cation, CH3-Hg + 1 is in some respects easier to 
+2 
work with than is Hg • It is monoflli~ctional and it does not precipitate 
at high pH. As a supplement to the electrophoretic study of the crr3-Hg +-
adenine complexes, a careful spectrophotometric investigation of this 
system was performed. It was discovered that the following ions exist 
+ 
(IV) 
Hg-CHs + 
N ) 
N 
Hg-CJls 
(V) 
N 
l_ ) 
N' N 
Hg-CHs 
{VI) 
and their electrophoretic mobilities have been measured. The above series 
of complexes provides a very helpful confirmation of the semiquantitative 
correlation between electrical mobility and charge. 
0 
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II. APPARATUS 
a. General 
A density-gradient-stabilized electror~1oresis apperatus has been 
dGsi8ned and built. The coocentra.tion profile a£ t he materie l a£ int erest 
i s observed by the use a£ e.n ultraviolet optical scanning device. The 
density gradient is necessary because the concent rations of t he absorbing 
canplexes are eo low that convection due to heating would disturb the 
electrophoretic boundaries even at 1~1 elect ric f ields . The ult r aViolet 
sca.nning device i s e. convenient detect ion system because all af the purine 
c,nd pyrimidine derivatives and their cCtnplexes have an absorption maximum 
in t h e region of' 250 to 28o IllJ.'. 
Figure 2 i s a schemntic draW1..11g of the appa r atus. The light fran 
the mercury arc (a ) passing through a quartz diffuser (b) falls upon a 
di aphragm type slit (c). The iris at t he dial:>hragm appears aG t he effective 
' 
light s ource for t he rest of the optica l system. The light fran the iri s 
po.soes through a aeries af filters (d) 1 (e) and (f) making i t e ssentially 
monochranat.ic (265 ~), and the quartz lens (g ) makes it parallel. The 
light then enters t he cool.ing cell (i) and passes throu@'l the opt ica l aec-
t i a.'l of the elect rophoresis cell (j). The lens (.8) f orms an i mage o£ the 
electrophoresis cell at (m) 'Where a horizootnl. sc.a.nning slit (m) can be 
moved vertica~. As the slit is moved light from different horizootal sec-
t ions or the cell f alls on lens (n ) '\-1hich f ocuse s i t on the ssme photosensi-
t i ve part at the phototl.lbe no metter w ere the scanning slit is positioned . 
i'my change in the position o£ the slit i s t rs.nsl.a.te d, by means or a. potentio-
meter, into e. corresponding change i n current w ich io then plotted agai...'lst 
Fig 2 
Electrophoresis Apparatus 
(Schematic) 
stirrer 
¥ 
t o battery 
and x-y recorder 
..-------30.3 em-----~ 
potenti-
ometer ~ 
1.8cml9 em ~ ~ 8 em---* 3 8cm4 
a c 14.8cm 1 52.7cm_,>.,..l<=--
l 
0 
_./" ~ 
defogging defogging 
insulation 
a - mercury ar c h,k - quartz windows 
b - quartz light diffuser i - cooling cell 
c - slit j - electrophoresis cell 
d,e,f - filters m - moving slit 
g,£,n - quartz l enses 0 - phototube 
t o power 
supply and 
x-y recorder 
OJl n 0 
~ ;;-115.5cmj 
(") 
3 
1 
():) 
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the photocell current by use of an x-y recorder. Thus cme obtains a plot 
o~ the intensity of light passing through the electrophoresis cell versus 
the position in the cell. A more detailed description of the apparatus 
appears in Appendix l. 
The space resolution attainable at the present is 0.2 mm. · Ab-
sorbances in the range of 0.1 to 2 in the 24o-28o ~ region can be measured 
fairly accurately. 
b. Electrworesis Cell 
A schematic drawing ot the cell is shown 1n Figure 3. ~ is one 
of the electrode compartments. Extending 4 em into ~ i s a 12.0 em long 
1.0 em square glass tube. P'rCJ.n points B to C it is made of quartz. 
- -
The 
rest Clt the tube as well as the rest C1.f the cell is opaque to ultraviolet 
light. Tha quartz was secured to the glass by gluing several l.B.yers o:r 
1 em wide AJ, strips around the butt joints. Epoxy resin had to be used 
(Resiweld no. 4). Thus the optically acceptable part of' t he cell is 4 em 
long. 
· Hooked on in ~ront ot the cell is a 4 nm wide vertical slit ~ 
with O.J25 mm diameter Wire position markers spaced exactly 5 mm apart. 
These markers then give discontinuities in the intensity plot thus giving 
precise pqsition (see Pig. 4, page 19 ). 
Just below joint Q a short glnos oapillery !_ i s glued into the wall 
of the cell. It has an i.d. ot about 1.5 n:m and extends about 3.5 mm int o 
the cell. The size o~ the capillary and its position are fairly critical 
because the boundary and density gradient are passed into the cell here. 
Skew boundaries are obtained if one is not caref'ul Wit h the above speci~i-
cations. 
Ag-AgC£ 
electrode 
electrolyte 
(no. 8) ~"'~ 
4% D20 
solution 
(no. 6) 
18-28% D20 
gradient with 
absorbing 
material 
(no. 3,5) 
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Fig 3 
Electrophoresis Cell 
L 
36'/o D20 
solution 
pas sed in 
here 
~8-28% D.20 
gradient 
pa ssed 
through 
here 
(no. 2-5) 
N 
M 
density 
gradient 
machine 
electrolyte 
passed i n 
here 
I 
stopcocks 
electrolyte 
(no. 8)~--v 
Ag-AgC£ 
electrode 
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Attached to ! io a length of P .E. 100 in'tramedic polyethylene 
tubing 'Which leads to the mixer and then to the densit y gradient and 
boundary making me.cbine. 
Fr om point ~ on there is a 100 em long extension o:f t he cell Q 
made f'rom -~" o.d. glass tubing . This extra length i s nece ssa ry when doing 
electrophoresis in acid or alkaline solution t o gua rd agai nst t he ga i n or 
+ -loss of t he f a st moving H and OR ions. Por convenience i.11 filling the 
cell and removing air f'ran it t here a re glass stopcocks a t pos itions · !!J 
b and i_. !£ is the second ~lectrode canpartment. 
The electrodes are not pe:nns.nently sealed i."l. They are Ag-AgCJ 
and can be regenerated and replaced a s necessary. The electrodes are con-
nected to a lmnbda. Electronics Corp. 300 volt DC power supply and the 
current passing thrau.e;b the cell is mea sured '\11t h a vari able range milliam-
meter ( Sensitive Instrument Corp. ) • 
A thermocouple probe was made for measuring the t emperature inside 
the electrophoresis cell and a simil.a.r Ag-AgCJ electrode probe for ac t ually 
measuring the voltage drop. These probes were used only in certa in cases 
'tor t heir presence tends to disturb the boundary scmewhat . 
c. Density Gradient Machine ~~ Mixer 
The density gradient and boundary making machine consists o't two 
cams ot radii r 1 ,. 2 + 1.26 (2~~· em a11d r 2 ... 2 + 2. 52 2~ - 1.26 (2~)1 em 
where e varies between o and 270 degrees. As the cams a re driven by a motor 
they push in the plungers ot two syringes containing solutions ot density ~ 
and z respectively so the t a linear densit y gradient is obt a ined upon mixing . 
The mixing of solutions ~ and z bas to be done in as small a volwne aa pos-
sible. This is accanplished by having the syringes connected by .034" i.d. 
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polyethylene tubing to a T-tube C1£ similar dimensia."ls. Then the solution 
passes throue;h a helix O't 15 tur.a.s and 1.2 em diameter of the above type 
tubing and then into the cell. Most ~ the mixing takes place in the 
heliX. The speed of the motor driving the cams is just as critical as 
the position of the inlet tube 1n the electrophoresis cell 3L'1ce it de-
termines the s~d Vi th which the solut ion enters ·che cell. 
To form an electrophoresis boundary one has two sets crt syringes 
containing solutions of the se.me densities and compositicus ~ end l_ but 
~ one set containing the absorbing material. At the halt-vay point 
in the gradient one siraply exchanges the sy:dnges. Thus one obtains a 
boundary 'ld:th negligible density discoutinuity. The linearity of the 
densit y gradient and the completeness of miXing were co~lfirmed by experi-
ment. 
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a. Materials and stdek SOl.utions 
Table 1 lists all o£ the ma.te rials used in making the necessary 
stock and exper:Lmental aolut1ons. The experimental solutions were usually 
made by mi7~ appropriate amounts of stock solutions and then diluting 
to the desired concentration. The solutions i n general were made just 
before the experiments. Doubly distilled water was used i n a.ll cases. 
Stock solutions ot all the purine and pyrimidine derivatives, 
++ Hg 1 Ns.Ac 1 :Nac.t, NaCJo4, Tris buffer and sucrose were made by veighing 
out the respective chemicals. 
The mercuric oxide was dissolved in excess HCA04 of known con-
centration. The presence of excess acid i s re~uired to prevent hydrolysis 
++ of Hg • 
The acids were standardized 'With the standard base obtai ned fran 
the Bio-Ra.d Labs. 
'!he concentratio..• at ca3- Hg-OH was detennined by HC.to4 titration 
in presence of C.t-. '!he results were reproducible Wit hin one part per 
thousand. 
The DNA concentration wss determined frbm the absorbance at 26o D\A, 
assuming ~6o = 6.5 x 103. 
All of the purine and pyrimidine stock solutions and also any solu-
tions containing sucrose vere kept refrigerated at all times i.'l order to 
minimize bacterial growth. 
It was found that sane of the ccmplexes decanpose in the presence 
of ultraviolet light . '.Ihere:f'ore ell solutions containing purines or 
= 
B:C.e 
HC.SO"" 
IiiaOH 
CTIS1- Hg- OH 
iig O 
IJaC£ 
Nac.eo~ 
'i'ris (hydrox;ylnethyl )-
e .. mino ru9th£-me 
Sucrose 
Adenos ine 
Deo:xyade~lic 
ocid(5 ') di Ne. salt 
6- N,N- di.Irethyl-
aminopurine 
7- Methylaclenine 
9-~~thyladenine 
Cytidine 
DlJA- calf thymus 
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TABIE 1 
Liquid Carbonic-
Divisi on of Genera.l 
Dyn.EJ.mi cs Corp . 
Brau.TJ. Corp • 
Hall inckrodt 
Bio-lV.id Lo.bs . 
Ba.ke:r 
Agricultural Div. 
l:•Iorto .. 1 Cheru. Co. 
Baker & Ade.rruson 
£.mllinckrodt 
Baker f.. Adamson 
G. P. Smith Chern. Co. 
Si&,rt':.n C"nem. Co. 
Baker & Adamson 
Cal. Biochem. 
Cal. Biochem. 
Ce.l. Bioche111. 
Cal. Bi ochem. 
Cyclo Che::1. Cm:·p . 
Cyclo Cham. Corp . 
Cal. Biochem .• 
viorthing 'Gon l3iochcm. 
Corp. 
Purit;y· ;;;.ncl !.,ot No . 
Doubly c:.istilled. 
Th>.tch XIX; > 99. 5Sb 
II XX ; > 99. 7~~ 
Cone . ; R. G. 
Pellets; R. G. 
Stand. O.lH; C~ free 
Glaci al, A.R. 
R.G. 
.Anhydrous; A. R. 
R.G. 
A•3hydroua 
R. G. ; l l l.B-lf32- 3 
R.G. 
Lot 102915 
Lot 5l0431 
Lot 730282 
Lot 520502 
Lot Kll63 
Lot Al075 
Lot 430345 
"high~· po:Iy-,;:terized "; 
na tive 
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++ + pyrimidines canplexed either with Bg or CR:,-Hg were kept in the absence 
of lifiht. 
For the initial experiments sucrose vas used to provide a density 
gradient. However this practice was d.iscont:L.??.ued because a) it was found 
that sucrose absorbs eno-~ in the 24o-28o lllJ.l range to make the determine-
tion of the initial intensity troubleaane and b) it was observed to react 
+2" 
with Hg ion thus making it useless tor density gradient formation for 
most of the complex systems that ~re investigated. A further complication 
was the large schlieren effect obtained upon sharpening of the LTli't:lnl 
boundary by careful removal at the solution fran the initial boundary 
which sometimes had a spread between 1 and 5 mm. In general sharpening 
is necessary only for the dittusion measurements. 
Substitution of D.RO tor sucrose eliminated the first two problema 
completely ~~d reduced the last one c~Tlsiderably since the refractive in-
deces of !JaO and DaO are very similar. 
b. Electrophoresis Solutions 
The important genere.l point is that the velocity of a mO'Ti:ng 
boundary is measured tor a boundary between e. solution containing for 
example 0.1! Ne.Cio., 0.01! HCJ041 0.001! Hg++, and a second solution 
containing the s~ concentrations or these constituents and O.OOOl. ! 
purine. 'lbus, as the purine constituent migrates it encounters e.n es-
++ + 
sent1ally constant concentration of Hg and H 1 so that the equilibria 
involved in the formation of the complex ions are not disturbed. Further-
more, because CJt the relatively low concentration of the charged purine 
constituent the concentration changes for the ffir9porting electrolyte and 
the conductance change at the boundary Will be negligible . 
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Table 2 lists the compositions of a representative set of solutions 
used in an electrophoresis experiment. Por the following discussion refer 
also to Figure 3 which shows the position of the different solutions tor a 
typical experiment. The procedure for filling the electrophoresis cell is 
described 1n sane detail 1n Appendix 2. It is identical for all experi-
ments and ahould be rigidly adhered to to guarantee the best results. 
TABLE 2 
A Representative Set ot Solutions for an Electrophoresis Experiment 
Soln. 
no. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
D,eO Nac.to. 
vol. tfo F 
36 0.10 
28 0.10 
28 0.10 
8 0.10 
8 0.10 
4 0.10 
0 0.10 
Electrolyte: 
- 6 F Ne.C.t 
HCJO• 
F X 103 
5.0 
s.o 
5.0 
s.o 
5.0 
5.0 
5.0 
and 0.6 1 HCI 
Hg{C£0•la 
p X 10 
8.0 
8.0 
8.0 
8 . 0 
8.0 
8.0 
Purine or 
Pyr1:m.idine 
J' X 105 
8.0 
8.0 
Ccmoartmente K and A contain electrolyte. FranK to inlet tube I 
- - - - -
is the ;6t:f, DaO solution (no. 1). The 8-28~ D&O density gradient containing 
the boundary end obtained fran solutions 2-5 extends fran ~ to about 
junction !!• The position ot the bound.a.xy is approximately indicated in 
Figure ;. Above the gradient are 4 m1 of soL'l. £ end between soln. 6 and 
the top electrolyte is soln. 1• 
- 17 -
The electrolyte (no . 8) is setu~~~te<l NPC.t . It is dOped lTi th 0 . 6 Z-1 
HC.t in an attempt to l•,eep the ratio of' H+ / IJs. + i on s leaving the electrode 
cor:lpH:rt!Il;.~nt of the S 211Je magnitude e.s thF..t i n the rest of the solut ions . 
L"1. u."1.bu.:ffered acid solutions positive i ons are moving t.w.ar<l the 
neareqt elect rode cOlllpc.rtment so that there is no p ossibility thet the 
+ fest moving H ion i~ beL~g supplied in too l arge or too small amom~ts 
from the electrode compartment thus l eadll16 t o pH char~es at the electro-
phoresis boundar.{ . 
In soluticns 1 t o 1 0 . 10 M NaC.~04 has been cho :.::;en a s the SU!.Jpol"ting 
electrolyte . ~1e ~urine concentratim1 i n solutio~a 2 and ~ has been p icked 
so t hat the absorbance is i n the r ange of l.0-1.2 g iving best aceu:recy. For 
the light i ntensi ty (I
0
) that has been obta.i nec.l. a solution he.vinG an absorb-
ance less than 0 . 1 does not absorb enough light t o give accurate resu~~s 
~Thile above nbsorba..-.ces or g essentia lly no light reaches the phototube . 
T'ne necessar"J H+ r.nd He++ i Oi1 concentrc.tione f or aolut ian.s !_ to l 
ore then calculated from the know:r:t purine (or pyrimidine) concmTt ration 
and the K' a tha·i:; were obtai ne d by FBzyv'l) . Solution e .! t o 6 have identical 
canpos itions exce-pt for the absorbing roate riv.l so chat es current is passed 
and the boundary ma-.ree there '<:rill be no net cha.-,.ge i n the environmeat i n 
the neighborhoocl at the boundary. 
Solution 1 i s chosen so t hat t he ions l eaving i t do not react with 
t he electrolyte or Ht the elect r or.le in such a 't<Ta.y as t o change the con<li-
tion o i n the optical part of t he ce l l. Thus solution 1 of Table 2 has uo 
Hg+2 ions in i t. o1.'1ce it "t;as found that these ions reach the tap electr ode 
fonaing Hr62Ct2 ru1d mal~ing t he electrode 1rraversible . I f the ~~rent is 
passed long e~1ough solid llgaC.I:a starts ft?.lling d~m the cell. fu1other 
ex:.:mT~Jle w-ould be the reaction bet'l:~een C.t ffil d CR3 - Hg- OH l i bera·ciag OH- ana. 
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thus changin€; the pH within a matter of minutes. 
The DeO concentrations of solutions g-.2, lead to a linear gradient 
varying between 8-28;. The discontinuities in density between the gradient 
and solutions 1 end 2 lead to better layering and less disturbance when the 
gradient is pas sed in between 1 and £. 
+ The H coocentrations of solutions 1 to 1 were checked before the 
filling of the cell w1 th a Beckman GS type pH meter. Also the spectra of 
solutions 3 and 5 were taken. All spectre. have been measured with a Cary 
Model 14 spectrophotometer. Occasionally the conductivities of solns. ! 
to 1 '\vere checked by the use a£ a Kab..lra.usch cell. KC.~ solution vas used 
to determine the cell constant. 
For a number at experiments after mobility measurements had been 
made all the solution in the electrophoresis cell vas renoved in 1 ml. 
portions and both spectra and pH's were measured to determine whether 
initia l conditions had changed. 
+2 + Whenever solutions L and z conta ined Hg or CH9 -Hg complexes 
the ti~~g of the cell and all succeeding steps were carried out in the 
presence at dim tungsten lights. The light path is blocked except wen 
taking a measurement. 
c. Electroph.oresis 
·Curve ~ ot P1gure 4 is the base line obtained by blocking the light 
path in front of window h (Fig. 1). T'ile curve marked I
0 
i s the initial in-
tensity measured just before passing the density gradient li1to the cell. 
The sh:3.l'p drops in intensity are due to the wire markers in fro_Tlt of the 
cell. 
16 
l'i 1-- z II \_ \ I I \ 
r ~ IJ ~ \ f-'· c+ ::T X ci t{ II \ I \ \\ \ 12 til 
'd \11 H 
(!) 'i t:l () o' c+ 
c+ f-'· (!) I II \II \ II \ \ II t !-' c+ t:l c+ 'i til \.0 
0 Pl f-'• 
o' ~ 4"'0 
\11 til~__..., 
(!) t:l H 
f-'· ........... 
!-'ci- Fig 4 }-Jot/) l::i 
(!) 8 
. + 
_.....__ 7-Methyladenlne; H 
J-1 
E-- + ions .......... 
6 
(~)-base line is parallel to the 
41- x- axi s at 0 intensity units 
l i 5 distance in 10 I 15 2' I mm 
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G-:.ll'Ve l :represents the initial boui1dary having an .,.. 6 ID.El opread. 
T'ne boU-l'ldal-y can be sharpened by careful removal of solution bet;t-tee.n 
points x and '";)' • CUr-.re 2 is the result . The disadv:.m:t;c~ge of this pro-
cedu:ce is that som.e of the density t;:r-2-dient is lost enc1 n nlight schlieren 
effect io outeined so that f'or w.earling:f'ul measurements the bou.."ldnry has to 
be moved e:~;.;•a.y quickly from the point of sharperd ... >:tc; . 
T'ne power supply is then t1.1rnecl on and iG :Jet at a vol·~age that 
gives a 7 to 15 rna. curre:i.1t . The voltage drop i!l the optical part of the 
cell varies bet\Teen l and 2 v/cm. Undel· these conditions uot enough heat 
is liberated to set up convection and ~1t the same tim~ the boundaries do 
move s:c reasonable speeds. The pos.;;ibility of convec~Gion iG kept to a 
miaimum by doing the experimento at 6 . 0° C "Which i s close to the tempera-
·(;ure of' m.s.x:l.i.n'..Im density for the solut ions used. Actu:'ll measurement of the 
tem:peratu..Y'e -vrith the thermocouple probe showed no detectable cha:."lge :L1 
temperature. 
Enough i ntensity versus distancG cur-res are tru~en so that the 
constx.'lcy of the mobility can be checked and G.lJ.Y l arge devlatione from 
expected behavior obse rved . 
I t is assuraed that I
0 
remains constant. durinG an erperirn.~nt . IT 
the lc~ intensity varies, this is ccmrpensated by the ga~1 control until 
! 0 i s reproduced. Because of' thi.;:; t.he experiments are discont:L.'1ued -when 
one cannot observe !
0 
directly at sa:.oo point in ·Che cell (point Z in Fig . 
4 ). The mobility ca."1 be measured in fro.u 2 to 5 hourG \·Jhile dif'?usion 
experiments JGake between 2 to 6 hours . Ctu-ves 3 to l~ in Figllre 2 shm·; 
a i;'t-:,o hour d:i.i"fusian run. in ·the nbse~we of an electric i'icld. 
- 21-
IV. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS FOR ELECTROPHORESIS AND DIWUSION 
The curves obtained in Figure 4 are exponential since the intensity 
I is given by Beer' a Law 
I I -ck = oe 
I
0 
= initial i ntensity 
k = constant 
c = concentration ot 
absorbing material 
(10) 
c 
The type ot plot that is most usetul i s that of' f ver sus x where 
m 
ex 1s the concentratioo ot t he absorbi ng species at any position .! in t he 
cell and c is the maximum or i 11itial concent ration. 
m 
where 
Using equation (10) one obtains the :following rel ationship 
IX 
.tn-
ex Io 
-:; -----
em Imc 
l n -
Io 
I = intensity at any poGition x 
X 
I = initial inten sity at position x 
0 
Imc • intensity at posit ion x it the maximum 
concentration o.f absorbing materiel were t he re. 
(11) 
All at the above quantities can and are obtained f'rom the experi-
cx 
mental curvea.ao that c can be easily calculated. J'i gure 5 shows the 
m 
concentration profiles of J'igure 4. The• distance travelled by a boundary 
can be measured directly by measuring the displacement at c = ~ c since 
m 
the motion here :1s una:ff'ected by diffusion as seen i n the next paragraph. 
1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
c.x 
Cm 
0.4 
0 .2 
~ + i ons 
Fig 5 
Concent r ation Profiles of 
+ (7-Methyladenine-H) 
0 ,0 I _.- - _...--
0 5 10 
DISTANCE IN MM 
15 
I 
1\) 
1\) 
I 
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Por the type t:1t boundary that has been used in these experiments 
c 
m 
0 
r = distance diffused 
the concent ration at any point r and any time t is described by (5) 
(12) 
so that r indeed remains 0 at c(r,t) ... ~ em. Also i:t' the experiment is 
behaving properzy e.nd if the initie.l boundary is not skew then all the 
c 
X 
concentration curves Should be symmetric about -- = 0.5. 
em 
Since .t and 1 are measurable quantities and error functions can be 
obtained :t'ran tables (5) the ditfusion constants can be calculated. This 
has been done for e. number of cases (see tables 4-11) both for moving (!!) 
and stationary (,!) boundaries. '!be listed values of D are for ~ = 0.3 
because best reproducibility is obtained i n this region. 
The mobilities ~were C!lllculated by the use of the fonnula 
(13) 
t:. x t he distance that the boundary moves and t.:,. t the lene,-rth o£ time the field 
is on were measured for each experiment . The electric field E was calculated 
from the conductances t:1t the ionic coo.stituent s at t he supporting electrolyte 
- 24 -
(6, 7) {corrected approximately to the ionic strength of the experiments) 
with the :following formula, 
1 = current 
i Aj = conductance of ion J E 
"' (~AJ cj)A Cj = concentration of ion j 
A = cross section of cell = 1 
The current is measured With an accuracy of about 0.5~. 
(14) 
2 
em 
Table 3 gives the values of E as a function ot i tor the different 
experiments. The 1t.' s used in the calcula. t ion o:t' E were checked by actual 
measurement of the conductivities at 6.0° c. Also in a number o:t' eases the 
actual voltage drop in the cell wae measured giving another check. The E 
values should therefore be good to one or two per cent. It better A values 
are obtained then Table ' allows to correct the calculated mobilities. 
Tables 4-11 inclusive list the results ot the mobility and diffu-
sio.."l experiments. Additional in:formation about experimental conditions is 
listed below each table. 
k 
73.3 
75·9 
126 
132 
136 
141 
154 
163 
166 
167 
177 
2o8 
- 25 -
TABlE 3 
E -= k X 1 
v 
em 
amp 
Expt . no.' s 
2, ,, 22, 23, 24, 28, 30, 34 
37, 38 
9 
16, 17, 18, 25, 26, 27, 2) , 32, 33, 35 
19 
4,7 
20 
5, 6 
21, 39, 40 
15 
1 
Conductivit y measured tor 4, 1, 91 19. 
v 
- measured directly for o, 11 10, 11, l2, 14. em 
'l'fi.BLE 4 
Adenine 
L cone . of U X 104 D X 10° D X 10° 8 m 
Expt . Reactants of absorbing T pH et~sec crrF crr/2 
matexial x 105 oc (23° C) - -uo. i nterest Gradient volt/em sec sec 
+ 4.8) 2 . 1!~ 0 adenine; H o.o + 0 . 1 sucrose 1.09 
1 
. + 
4.89 2 . 1!!- 1.09 2. 1 adenine; II o.o + 0.1 sucrose 
2 + 4.89 6 .0 + 0 . 1 ~0 l.6o 1.77 4 . 1 adenine; H -
3 +2 o.clenine; Fig 7 . ~7 6.0 + 0 . 1 ~0 1.60 2.14 2.5 3.1 
!~ adenine; CHsHg + 7.47 6 .0 + 0.1 ¥ !· '"'7. +. I:J 1.04 - -
5 adenine; CIIsi-Ir;+ 7. 47 6 .0 + 0 . 1 ~0 4. 73 1.00 
6 ndenine; CHsfi.g + 7.!~7 6 .0 + 0.1 ~0 ~-. 73 1.05 
7 adenine; Cfisf4:~ + 9. 96 6 .0 + 0. 1 D20 3.00 1.18 
f3 + adenine; CHsTie 9.96 6.0 + 0. 1 ~ 9.60 0 . 00 
J adenine; CHsfig + C19() .r • 6.0 + 0 . 1 n.eo 5-90 o. 74-9 
cone . (F) .06 ~ 0 . -- - 4: 8 . " - 3 ' -2 . - 2 .007:? .10 . 025 u .O .;~ 10 . 12 x. l ·J 1.01 X 10 2 . 22 ~ 10 
HeC.£ 0, 1 
HCJ 0.11 
HaC.£04 2-9 
IICl04 
L~ Hg 
1: CHs- Hg 
2 
3 
4-6 7,8 
:pfl of solutions 3-9 adjusted by additioo of nvproprie.t.e amOtmts of concent:eated ilC.l04 or NaOR. 
solution 4 also had . 0035 M NaAc and .0025 M HAc . 
solution 9 also had .05'( NeJ\c and . 003 M IIA.c . 
C) 
/ 
I 
ro 
0'1 
I 
TABlE 5 
Adenosine 
._, u x 104 D x ld' D x lOe LC~. ~ 6 ill 
Expt . R(:acte.nts of absorbing T pH err/ sec crrF cuP 
no. interest material x 105 °C Gradient (23° C) volt/em sec sec 
10 adenosine; H+ 7. 98 0 . 0 .:t 0 . 1 sucr ose 2.14 0.777 1.4 
+ 11 adenos ine; If 7. 98 6 . 0 + 1.0 sucr ose 2 . 11~ 0 . 90 5 
+ J2 adenos ine; H 7. 98 8. 0 :t 0 . 3 sucrose - 7 0 . 00 
+ 13 adenos i ne; H 7. 9H 8 . 0 + 0 . 6 sucrose 2 . 14 - - 3. 2 1 
+ ro lh adenosine; FI 7. 9B 10. 0 .:t 0 . 5 sucrose 2 . 14 1. 14 - - .... 1 
15 ~denosine; H+ 7. )8 6 .0 + 0. 1 P20 2 . 14 1 .12 - 2 . 1 
16 adenos i ne; Hg+2 7.98 6 . 0 + 0 .1 ~0 2 • .30 0.744 - 2 . h 
17 adenosine; Hg+2 7 . 98 6.0 + 0 . 1 D.20 2 . 30 0 .762 2. 5 
C1 +2 A -lo adenos ine; llg 7-~ 6.0 + 0 .1 D20 2 . 30 0.727 
l ) adenosine; CP'.1.3- Hg+ 8.82 6 . 0 + 0 . 1 ~0 l1 .• 2c 0 . 585 
cone . _(F~ .06 .0073 0 . 10 8 . 0 x 10- 4 5.67 x 10- 2 
NaC£ 10-1~· 
HC£ 10, 11,13,1l~ 
Hac.t04 
HCE04 
~~fig 
L: CIIs- Hg 
15 
15 
16-19 
16- 18 
19 
pH of sol utions 12, 16-19 adjusted by addition o:f appropriate amounts of HC.£04 or NaOH. 
Ttl.BIE 6 
Deoxyederzylic Acid (5 1 ) 
L. cone . or 
Expt. Reactants of absorbing T 
interest; material x 1o5 oc Gradient no. 
20 demcyaden..y1ic 
acid (5 1 ) ; &-f-
8 . 46 6 . 0 + 0 . 1 D::?O 
21 deoxyadenylic 8. 46 6 .0 + 0 . 1 D.20 
acid (5 1 ) ; rr+ 
cone. (F)___ _ ___ ____ . 10__ ____ _ • QOllj __ ___ _!_QOJJ __ • 006 
Na.C£04 
rb.,.'\.c 
HAc 
)~ Tri s buffer 
20,21 
20 
20 
21 
U X 104 D X 106 D X 106 
8 m 
pH em/sec crt!! cr.F 
(6° c) vo1t.;cm -sec sec 
5.00 0.813 2 7, " ./ 2.5 
ro (j) 
I 
8.06 1 . 30 2 . 2 2.6 
TABIE 7 
7-M::thy.ladenine 
L cone. of i..1 X 10"' 
Expt . Reactants of: absorbing T piT CffJ./ sec 
m.c1.terial x 1rr oc (23° c) no. intereGt Gradient volt; em 
22 7-methyl-
adeuine; }{ 
8 .64 6 . 0 .±. 0.1 ~0 1.6o 1.87 
23 7-roothyl- +2 6 . 48 6 . 0 + 0.1 ~0 l.6o 1.45 
adenine; ITg 
24 6.tR3 1.60 7-metbyl- -{-2 7.0! 0.1 ~0 1.8 
adenine; Hg 
25 ?- methyl- I') 6 . 45 6 .2 + o. J. n:ao 1 . 6o 2 .50 
de in - +.:; a n e; Hg 
cone. (F) 0 . 10 0 . 025 8 .0 x 10- 4 
NnC£04 
IIC£04 
LHg 
22- 25 
22 
23-25 
pH of solutions 23-25 adjusted by addition of' appropriate amounts of HC£04 • 
s olution 23--electrophoresis 7 d.Fys after mixi."lg 7-methyladenine and Jig +2 ion. 
24- n 10 hrS II It II II f ! It 
• +2 25-- " irmnediately after mixing 7- methyladeni.ne and IIg ion. 
D X 106 D X 106 
s Ill 
cuP crrP 
-sec sec 
3·9 4.7 
4.2 3-5 
I 
1'\) 
- -
\0 
I 
1.5 2 . 6 
L: cone • of 
EJ,:pt . Reactants of absorbi.ng 
material x lOS no. interest 
26 9- zootb.yl- 8.15 
+ adenine; H 
27 9-roothyl- , 8.15 
·-2 
adenine; Hg · 
COil~._(F) 0 . 10 0 .005 
Na.C . .W.(. 
rrc.eo4 
2: fig 
26,27 
26 
TABIE 8 
9-Methyladenine 
T 
oc Gradient 
6.0 ! 0.1 1:20 
6 . 0 + 0 . 1 ~0 
-
8 - 4: .0 X 10 
27 
pH of solution 27 adjusted by addition of eooe. HC£04 • 
U X 104 D 
Ptl 
(23° C) 
2 . ,30 1.5.3 
2.30 1.45 
X 106 
s 
cnP 
-sec 
3.4 
2.7 
D X 10° m 
c:aF 
sec 
5.2 
:;.8 
'v-J 
0 
Tft.J3IE 9 
6-N, rl-dili~thylaminopm·ine 
-~.-~---- ---·- - - -- ----·--~ ·-
'\"' 
'-'cone. of 
E::-~t . Reactants of absorbing T pH 
no. interest material x 105 oc Gradient {23° C) 
28 6-N, N- di metbyl- 6.42 6.0 + 0.1 ~0 l.6o 
-aminopurine; u+ 
29 6-H, N-d:lmetb.yl- 6. 42 6.0 + 0.1 D;aO 2 . }) 
ru.ninopurine; J:I+ -
6- N, N-dim.ethyl-+" 6.42 ?/) 
uminopur:tne; I1g ,_ 
7.0;!:0.1 ~0 1.6o 
31 6-H,N-di!oothy~-+2 6. 42 6. 0 + 0. 1 ~0 2. 30 
aminopuri.l'le; Hg 
~~ 6-N, .N-dimethy1- +" 6.42 6. 0 + 0. 1 ~0 2.30 
a.ndilopurine; ug ~-
33 6-N,N-ditOOthyl- +2 6. 42 6.0 + 0. 1 ~ 2.30 
aminopurine; Hg 
cone . {F) 0 .10 0.025 0 .005 8 .0 x 10-4 
NaC£04 
HCt04 
L: rrg 
23-33 
28 29 
pU of solutions 30-33 aCJ..justed by addition of cone. HC.t04 • 
30-33 
-
U X 10" D X 106 D xlo8 
s !.i1 
c sec ~ 91!.. 
volt cm sec sec 
1.2 ... ( 2.2 2. 9 
1. 33 3. 1 
1. 62 2.1 2.8 \..l< ~· " 
- 2.9 
1.4o 2.1 2. 3 
1.4o 
-
2. 3 
TJ\BIE 10 
Cytidine 
L cone . of 
Expt . P.eactants of absorbing T pH 
material x lOS oc (23° C) no. interest Gradient 
34 + 8)~0 6 . 0 + 0. 1 ~0 1.6o cytidine; H 
-
35 + cytidine; H 9.88 6.0 + 0. 1 ~0 2 . 30 
)6 cytidine; IIg +2 ') .88 6. 0 + 0. 1 ~0 1. 60 
37 yt•di Eig+2 c J. ne; . . 9.88 6.0 + 0 . 1 ~0 2 . 30 
38 cytidine; Hg +2 9.88 6. 0 + 0 .1 ~0 ... 2 . 30 
_cone . (F) 0 . 10 0 . 025 0 . 005 8 .0 x 10- s _ 
N:::>.C.t04 ::;J.r- 3-'3 
uc.eo"it 
L IIg 
-zl, 7,. 35 
pil err ;:;elutions 36-38 adjusted by addition err cone. HC£04 • 
36-38 
U X 10-c: D X 108 D X 106 
s m 
em/sec crrP crrf1 
volt/c:m -sec sec 
0. 9/30 
1.00 2 . ) 
1.50 - - ~'l :) 
l .o8 
1.05 
TABIE 11 
D!lt-.. (calf tlW:.1US) 
L cone . of 
Expt . Renctonta of T absorbing 
no. int erest material x 105 oc 
39 DNA (calf thynr..w) absorbance 
native of - 1·3 
40 DNA ( c8.lf thymus ) 
-
heat d.ene.tured* 
cone . (F) 0.10 .006 
Nuc.eo4 
L Tris buffer 
-:?\0 !t f"' 
.; ;1 1 "' -' 
39,t~o 
·~y henting at 100° for 30 minutes . 
6.0 + 0 . 1 
6.0 + 0.1 
Gradient (6~nc) 
~0 8 .0 
r2 o 8.0 
U X 10"* 
em/sec 
' volt/em 
1.39 
1.73 
\.JJ 
\.>J 
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V. SPECTROPHGrOMETRIC Ai.'ID EIECTROPHOflETIC DI'UDY 
Figure 6a shm<Ts tb.e s-!_)ectr a of o. set of' solut ions conte.i..11il:g 
9. 96 x l o- 5 F edenine :!lnd 1.74 x 10-2 F CII ?.- Hg+ as a :f'u.l'lctiou aL' pH. 
_) 
GH3- Hg + and CH3- I!g-OH do not absorb strone,ly until 7\ :::: 230 tl1fJ. so the 
mein features of the spectra in Figure 6a are due t o adenine P..nd its can-
plexes. Cleaz•:cy "G..l-tere are several e.bsOl:'bing f>-pecies . 
If the forruation a.nd dissociation of the carrplexes talres place in 
o. stepwise xoo.nner, GO that cnl.y O.."le reaction is taking place to a signii?i-
cant extent in a given range of concentrations, the ana.lysio af the data 
for a reaction such aa 
)+n + P- (HgCHs + m Rg- CHs 
X 
can be ma.de using the equation 
1 1 
"" 6- £0 €1, - £ 0 
P- (PNCH~ )+(n+m-x) + rr+ 
•>Q "" x+m XL 
1 (H+)x (15) + 
(£1 - e }K +ID (Hg- Clls ) 
0 
E
0 
and £1 are the extinction coefficients o? P-{HgCii3 ):n end P- (HgCH3 ):t+m-x ) 
respective:cy. 
A plo~ 
€ i s the formal extinction coefficient per mol.e at" ligand. 
(H+)x 
of the let't side or equation (15 ) against (HgCHs +yn shouJ.d 
g ive a straig..llt line if the correct :-s m:.d ~ are chosen. K end e:1 can then 
be ce.l.culated frcm the slope and the intercept. Figure 7 sl:lCJtiG a typical 
plot for the reaction 
Hf1.2 
li~N) 
~~~~ 
I{ H 
+ 
(16) 
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Fig 6 
UJ 
u 
z 
c:r 
ro 
e>.:: 
0 
CJ) 
(]') 
c:r 
0.4 L CH3 -Hg+ - L74 X 10-2 F 
LA 9. 96 X 10-5 F 
pH 0 . 80 12 . 50 
0.0 
2 6 0 2 70 2 8 0 
A(rnf) 
1.6 / 
/ 
/ ., _ 
Vl / 
'-
b) 
- / 
/ iY " / 
" 
~ 
" 1.2 
" ' 
" w u 
z 
' c:r '\. 
I]) 
a:: 
" 0 '\. 
CJ) 
' ro '\ 
<t \ 
" \ 
" 0 ,4 \ \ \ 
\ \ 
\. 
LA 9. 96 X 10- 5 " :::: 
" '-
0.0 
26 0 2 7 0 2 80 290 30 0 
A(mf ) 
4 
o::t 3 
0 
0 
w 
- I 
'"' 
2 
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Fig 7 
Tyyica l Pl ot of Equation (15) 
for Reaction (16) 
, -5 9. 9b X 10 
9. 96 X 10- 5 
L CH3 -Hg 
8.12 X 10-S 
- s 2 . 67 X 10 
pH 
1. 37 - 2 . 34 
2 . 14 - 2. 94 
~~--------~--------~--------~~------~--------~-----
0 2 3 4 5 
- ?;1 -
Using the above technique three different adenine-methyl mercury 
ca:npl.exes were 1dent11'ied. Table l2 Usts the reactions involved and the 
equilibrium constants. Also listed are the constants '£or saoo other re-
actions obtained :tn the course at this investigation. 
Pigure 6b shows the spectra ot (adenine H)+, the three methy~ 
mercury complexes tv, V, and VI, and at (adenine)-. The spectral changes 
taking place in rtsure 6a should be then easily identifiable. F1nal.ly 
lfigure 8 shows the relative concentrations ot the five adenine species 
E -2 as a tuncticm ext pH for the case when CH;-Hg is 10 F. 
The electrophoretic mObilities under various conditions are listed 
in Table 13. An.e.4ra1& ot the data leads to the following mobilities for 
the different adenine caDpl.exee, 
[Adenine H}+ - 1. T7 ! .02 x 10-4 
' 
]+ -4 
. Adenine-HgCH3 - 1.25 :!: .09 X 10 
(Adenine-(HgCH3)2 ]+ - 0. 74 ± .10 X 10-
4 
(Adenine-(HgCH3))
0 
- 0.00! .02 X l0-4 
+ 
'lhus ve n9te that replacing a proton in adenine with a ca3-Hs. 
decreases the mobility by 2~; replacing a seccnd proton by cn3-n~t decreases 
the mobility by an e.dd1t1ooal 2~. 
It 1e pel'haps not inappropriate to remark that the spectrophoto-
metric investigation ot the methyl mercury complexes was undertaken after 
. -4 
a measurement Of the electrical mobility ~ u = l.. 00 x 10 wna obtained at 
pH 4.73 and L cu3-H8 = 8.12 x 10-3. It was assumed that \Uld.er these condi-
tions the caaplex present vas [adenine-HgCH
3
]+ 1 but the change in mobility 
trom (adenine-H)+ seemed too l.e.rge b7 canpe.rison with the results of the 
- 38-
+2 Hg complexes, and by comparison with the difference between protQ~ted 
adenine and adenosine. 'lbus, 1n this cnse, electrophoretic methods have 
proved their usefUlness as a semiquantitative clue to structural features. 
TABlE 12 
Const ants 
Reaction 
.NH,e _ + H :XN ~'l I . ') I + CH:rHg·*' ;:= ~N U ~~ H 1+l N l'l ~ ~)1 +It N H 
A+ 
+ 1:'/ + CHs-Hg ~ 
....--
Hg-CHs 
1~ IV 
:x
u Hg-CHs, +1 
N ~ ~ ) I + H+ 
N N Hg-Cfls 
V. 
0 :XI:~ £1 l'i ',, v + ci ~-ll_ ~ + Cfis- % - C1I 
VI + CIC 
::-._ J y,T tJ..., rta'"' l• _, .ue. -vu., 
-
--
VI 
I-~ ,-1 
liAX) ln N + Ciis-Hg- 00 
A-
K(27°C}(~=0.1) 
3.6 
LJ. . 84 X 10- 3 
4 2 .. 3 X 10 
1.8 
Method 
spectrophot omet ric 
spectrophotanet ric 
spectrophoton~tric 
spectrophoton~:rtric 
VI 
1.0 
I 
IV + OH - :;=: VI + ~0 
CHs-Hg+ + H20 ~ CHs-Hg-OH + H+ 
NIJ:a + N~ -,o HtxN t~X> I + H+ N I ') -~N N .....---- H N 
I I 
H H 
~ 
5:;· r HI-}2 -1 I NO:~  l + n• N ') -~l.! ~·J .....---
H 
CHs-Hg- OH + !v:. ~ CH5 - Hg- A.c + OR 
3.5 X 1(\6 _ v 
2.76 X 10- 5 
6 -4 3 . 1 X 10 
1 n"' 10- 10 
. :;>0 X • 
-8 2. 4h X 10 
fro~ K's listed here 
pH-titrHtion 
Cal. Biochem. Corp. 
Tables 
I 
.I;:" 
0 
Gpectrophoto.."l1etric 
pH-stet 
1,0 
0,7 
f 
0.3 
Fig 8 
Relative Concentrations of (Adenine- H)+, 
Complexe s IV, V, VI and (Adeni ne)- a s a Function 
of the Aci di ty 
~ -2 ~ CH3 -Hg = 1. 0 x 10 F 
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2 4 6 8 10 12 
pH 
+"" 
f-' 
EXpt . 
no. L CHs-Hg 
4 8 -3 .12 X 10 
5" 8.12 x 10-s 
6 8.12 X 10-$ 
7 -2 1.01 X 10 
8 -2 1.01 X 10 
9 -2 5.22 X 10 
TABlE 13 
Electrophoretic Mobilities of Metl¢ Mercury-
Adeni.lle Under Various Condi tions 
~ at dif~erent species tram 
spectrophotometric mea surements 
LAxl05 pH A+ IV+ v+ VIO A-
7.47 lJ-.73 
-
53.8 46.2 - -
7-lJ-7 4.73 - 53.8 46.2 - -
7-47 4.73 - 53.8 46.2 - -
9.96 ;.oo 2.6 92.9 4.5 - -
9.96 9.6o - - - ... 10() -
9.96 5.90 - 10.3 89.7 - -
U X 104 
1.o4 
1.00 
1.05 
~ 
1.18 
o.oo 
0.749 
INVESTIGATI(li CR 'mE PURINE-MERCURIC ION SYSTEt·2 
The mercuric iQ~-adenosine syetem has been investigated more 
extensively than any other. 
Figure 9 shows the spectral changes as a function a£ pH :for a 
solution containing 4.0 x 10-5 r adenosine and 1.6 x 10-3 F mercuric ion . 
+2 Curve 1 gives the spectrum a£ protonated aclenosine in the absence of Hg 
ion. As the pH is increased first. one c001plex f'o:nns and then r.::.s shown 
by curve 5 another reactioo occurs. Thus f':trat of ull one 1a almost 
always limited in nll the investigations ·Go small concentration renges 
w1 th of course ~ corresponding decrease in the rel1abil1 ty of the method 
used. 
Furthe1· ccmplicationa that ohould be kept in mind are that the 
spectral changes are relatively small a.nd that. with the type of plots 
used one has to apply o. correction to the Hg +2 coucentra.t1on due to the 
f'orn~atian or !Ig-oR+ and Hg(OR)2 • 
Figure 10 sl.lO'.iS the type at plo·t s already discussed for the follow-
ing reactioos., 
:Sell NB,a Q:N N > Hg+2- N '\ ~~N ) H-kN N +I ~ 0~ 
I 
R OH I R 
+ 2 H+ (17) 
NHe I:nta N:XN> 0(N Hg+2 __.,. 
N ' + --- HgJ(N N> H1; N 
I I 
R R 
0.6 
~~ _-/ 
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<:{ 
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~v As 
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Spectra of Mercury(II) 
Adenosine Complex 
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1 ~+ . Figure lOa shows a plot of .,. versus for a range ot pH • a 
"'- "o 
and mercuric ian concentrations at three ditferent wave lengths. One ob-
tains essentially straight lines With the same K. Figure lOb shows the 
plot at /1. = 270 1~ for reaction 1.8. It is interesting to note that the 
points at different pH • s but the same total mercuric ion concentration lie 
on approximate!¥ a straight line. This is no longer true when the mercuric 
ion concentra.tioo is changed. Further experiments also show that there is 
a certain amount of curvature for the plots for reaction 18 and the same 
+2 total Hg concentra.tiw.. The results seem to indicate With a hig.l-1 degree 
of certainty that reaction 17 is taking place rather than lB. 'Ihe nature 
of the complex :f'ound at lower values of u+ /Hg ++ (curve 5) is not known. 
It would be difficult to investigate because of the hydrolysis ot Hg +2 • 
+2 The 9-metbyladenine-Hg system results are similar to adenosine 
but not quite as convincing. A straight line plot is obtained :for the 
"\' +2 
release af 2 protons as a variation of pH and r.., Hg while sane sca tter-
ing of points is obtoin.ed for the release af one proton (see Pig. lla. and 
b). + +2 .Again only a lim1ted range at concentrations at H and Hg can be 
looked at becauae of further different spectrel changes. 
+2 The adenine-Hg system shows di:f't'erent behavior. Even tho~ 
"\' +2 + both the r.., Hg and H concentrations are varied a reasonably straight 
curve is obtained in both cases indicuting some sort of canplica.tion in 
the reactions taking place. Figure 12 shows a set of curves and should 
be ccmpared to Figures 10 and 11. Quite possibly both reactions 
+ ++ ++ + [ adenine-H] + Hg-00.. :;;=:: [ adenine-Hg-OBa] + H 
~ + + [a.denine-He;-OBe] :;;;::::::: ( adenine-Hg-OH] + H 
Fig !I a Fig li b 
5 5 
~ 
4r A= 28o ;/ 4r A = 28o 0 
v o/ +:'" 
0/ 
'It -,J 
'It 3 0 3 0 
-
)( X 
0 0 
U) -!~! 2~ -• I IUJ / 0 2 '\!7 v / L Hg+2 F v pH 'V 
V / 
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are taking place. It is also conceivable, since adenine has an additional 
1~-H group.- that a dimercure.ted species forme. A precipitate forms if' t..he 
+2 pH of a Hg -adenine solution is lowered below 2. Thus it is diffic:ult 
to study this system over a Vide range of concentrations. 
The 6-N,N-d.i.methylaminopurine system has been investigated only a s 
a function ot pB. Both the plots for 1 and 2 proton liberation seem to 
give straight lines. However as has been shown for the above 3 cases with-
+2 
out substantial Hg variation no definite conclusion can be drawn as to 
which reaction is taking place. 
A careful loOk at the spectrophotometric investigations done thus 
far indicate then that for adenosine and 9-methyladenine in all probability 
the following reaction is taking place 1 
+ + + + HP + Hg-OBa ~ P-Hg-OH + 2H (19) 
while 1n the case of adenine the reaction is probably more canplex. Also 
there is not enough information to determine the possible reaction for 
6-N1 N-dimethylaminopurL1e. 
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VII. CHAroES AS IB'l"ERR11NED BY C<M>ARISO..li \1 THE ELECTROPHORETIC 
VELOCITIES C6 STRt.JCTURAI..I SIMilAR K)LECUIBS 
Table 14 lists the mobilities of the various purine and pyrimidine 
systems at 6.0° C and in the presence of a D:eO gradient. '!he left aide of 
the table gives a canparieon of the mobilities of the -protone.ted systems 
of known charge e.nd the right side shCMs the observed changes 1..1'1 the electro-
+2 + phoretic . velocities 'When Hg or CH3-Hg ions e.ra present \Ulder similar con-
ditions. Por canparison purposes the mobilities of the adenine-methyl-
mercury canplexea are also listed. 
In the first place it is observed t hat adenylic acid at pH 5 with 
. ~4 
a charge ot -1 has a mobility of 0.81 x 10 wile a.t pH 8 Vith a charge or 
-4 
-2 the mobility is 1.30 x 10 • Thus when the charge increases by a fact or 
of two the mobility increases by a factor err 1. 6. The extra drag is presum-
ably due to increased solvation around the binegative phosphate group, an 
\IDich the charge is localized. 
As shown by equation 5 the mobility is inversl.y proportiaaa.l to the 
i'rictian coefficient f. For a spherical molecule t is proportional to the 
one-third power of the molecular volume.. Qual1te.t1vel.y speaking, this 
would suggest that the mobilities would decrease as methyl or other bulky 
groups are added to adenine. 'lhe addition of methyl groups would also 
change the solvation directly and perhaps indirectly by cha.."lging the 
charge distribution on the ions and these phenanene. too should change 
the mobility. 
It is true that the mobility d.ecreo.ees in the aeries: adenine, 
9-metbyladenine, 6-N,N-dimethyl.am.inopurine, and adenosine--all in the mono-
protonated forms. That 7-methyladenine does not fit into the aeries can be 
TABlE lh 
-
System z pH U X 104 Systen pH U X 104 
adenine; H+ +1 1.60 1.77 +2 adenine; Hg l.Go 2 . 1!~ 
7- mcthyladenine; H+ +1 1.6o 1.87 
9-ret.llylac1enine; H + +1 2 . 30 1. 58 9-zoothy1ac1eni.ne; IIg +2 2 . 30 1.45 
6-H, H-dirnetbylan:d.nopurine; H + +1 1. 6o 1.27 6- +2 N, N-cliiLethy 1oo:dnopurine; Hg 1.60 1. 62 
6-H, H-dimethy1aminopurtne; H + +1 2 . 30 1.33 +2 6-N, N-dimethyleJuinopurine; Hg 2 . 5') 1.40 
- +2 1.40 6-rJ, N-d~thyL."lillinopurine; lig 2.3fJ \.II 
f-' 
cytidine; H+ +1 1 . 60 0 . 98 +2 cytidiJ."1e; Hg 1.6o 1.50 
cycidine; II+ +1 2 . y.) 1.00 cytidine; Hg+2 2.)0 l.o8 
ytid :ag+2 c ine ; .. r,• 2.30 1.05 
., i yy+ o.c.enos ne; +1 2.1~- 1.12 de • I:Ig+2 a nos~ne; · 2.30 0 . '74 
Je . ~-- +2 ai nos:me; .t!g 2 . }) 0 . 76 
+2 
adenosine; He 2 . ;D 0 . 73 
c1eozyadeny1ic acid (5');H+ - J. 5 . 00 0 . 813 + adenosine; CH3-Hg 4 v20 0.585 
+ 
c1eoxyadeny1ic acid (5' ) ; H -2 8.o6 1 . 30 
[ adenine IIg- CIIsl + _ .... U = 1 . 25 X 10 ~ 
[ adenine {Hg-CHs)2 J+ u ::: 0 . 74 x 10-4 
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ratiooalized 'by supposing that the methyl group interl"eres with the solve.-
tion of the amino group. 
'l'he fact that positive adenosine has a greater mobility t han uni-
negative adeeylie acid suggests that the greater charge localization on 
the phosphate group 1n the l.atter case leads to greater frictional. dreg-
cytidine has a lower mobility than adenosine although it 1~ smaller; 
this too rJJS:}f be due to charge locallea.t1on effects. 
~e factors which affect the mobility are evidently complex. Never-
theless1 with the l:lmited inf'ormation a.vailab1e1 we shall attempt to draw 
san.e cooclus1cns about the mercury canplexes. 
As alreei)y indicated in the previous section we believe that at 
pH 2.30 the charge on the adenosine-mercury complex is +11 the conclusion 
being based oo the spectre obtained by PBZYVD and on the comparison of 
the bondi..'Yl8 tendencies of adenine and adenos ine. The decrease :ln mobilit y 
4 -4 tran 1.12 to o. 7 x 10 in Vhat would be expected for replacing a. proton 
by a bulky -HgOO• group. There is a :further dGcrease on changing to the 
+ CB3Hg -group. 
+2 The increase in mobility ot the Hg -adenine canplex is there:tore 
unexpected on the basis at the PBZIVD conclusion that the canplex is 
+ ( + ( )+ adenine -Hg-OH • Since the mobilities at adenine H) and adenine-HgCH3 
-4 -4 
are 1. TI x 10 and 1.20 x 10 W'Q would expect adenine Hg-OH to be about 
-2 -4 1. 4{) x 10 • The observed mobility at 2.14 x 10 indicates that indeed 
the interpretation of the spectrophotometric data are not al~s reliable 
and at pH 1.6o the ccmplexes (adenine-Hg)++ and (adenine-Hg(II)+ are both 
present 1n significant amounts. 
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One possible aanplicat1,Cll shOUld be lrl&ntioned here. The electro-
phoretic data wre tsken at 6.o• in mixed ~o-D2o solvent; the spectro-
photc;:metr1e data were taken at "'27• C in HaO· It is possible that e. dis-
agreement between the two kinds at data is due to this factor. 
Bearing in mind the d1scusdan in the prev>ioua section, """" :f'urther 
propose in vieW at the electrophoretic results that at pH 2.;t) th~ 9--methyl-
adenine complexes are partia.lly in the plus one and partially 1n the plus 
two state., but ~th the greater amount being present as the plus one ion. 
The solubility and equilibrium chare.cteristiee are such that the 
6-N1 Iq_dim9tbylem1nopur1.'1e-mercury system ce.n be studied at pH' e CJf both 
1.6o and 2.30. The reeults in Table 14 can be explained by aesumi.ne the 
follOWing equilibrium constant and mobilities 
H3C, /Ciis ++ HsC, /CH3 + 
N N 
N~/N) 
-2 m:X"> + H+ (20) ~~N K "" l.OxlO M ~N N ~ ii ~ n 
R-0 OH 
'H 
X y 
84 -4 UX = 1. X 10 -4 ')r = 1.15 X 10 
r:BZ!VD report the following equilibrium for cytidi.Yle, 
r~ ++ + NH2 
uj_ L)Bs-m I [ /H K = 6.oxlo-\t + II+ (21) ~-.......... N Hg-0, 
0 I H 0 I 
R R 
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At pH 1 . 60 the 2.•atio of Cdllg++/Cd.Hg- O}tis calculated t o be 4 .2:1. 
At pH 2 . 30 it is 1 :1.2. Tne corres:.,'>ond.i ng c~'.lculated mobilities i'l"'Clll 
4 -4 4 -4 Table 1 are 1 . 73 x 10 a.Tld 0 . 5 x 10 • Tl1ese numbers ere respectively 
slightly too high and too 10'1·7. This ind.icetes that either then"e is i.n-
e.ccuracy in t he data or other ree.ctia.1.s beBi~\esthe assumed one are t<::kL~ 
pl8.ce. Nevertheless, the qualitative feature of the decree.se i n mobilit;y· 
with increasing pH is satisfactory. 
Thus we see tha.t electrophol~etie clnt.a. permit UG to mal~ sign.ifi-
ce..nt qua.litath-e, but not quantitn'Give, st.atere::.:.ts about the coorplex 
crpecies present . 
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VIII. MISCET..LANEOUS RESULTS 
In Table 15 are listed a number of mobility measurements not 
directl:y rel.fl.ted to the discussion of' section VII. 
TABI.E 15 
l!:xpt. 
no. r•c Gradient pH 
1· adenine; H+ o.o :!: 0.1 sucrose 2.14 1.09 
2. adenine; n• 6.0 .:t 0.1 D.eO 1.60 1.77 
10. 
. + 
o.o + 0.1 2.14 0 .({7 adenosine; H sucrose 
ll. + 6.0 ! 1.0 2.14 0.905 adenosine; H sucrose 
12· + 8.o .:to.:; -7 o.oo adenosine; H suc:roee 
14. . + adenosine; H 10.0 :!: 0 .. 5 sucrose 2.14 1 •. 14 
15. . + adenosine; B 6.0 !, 0.1 DeO 2.14 1.12 
22. + 7-methyladenine; B 6.0 ! 0.1 Ii20 1.6o 1.87 
23· +2 7-methyladenine; Hg · 6.0 :!: O.l ~0 1.60 1.45 
24. . +2 7-methyle.denins; Hg 7.0 ! 0.1 ~0 1.6o 1.8 
25. 7-methyladenine; Hg+2 6.2 ! 0.1 :oao l.6o 2.50 
39· D.riA (nativ~) 6.0 :!: O.l 1:20 8.0 1.88 
4o. DNA (denatured) 6.0 + 0.1 DaO 8.0 1.73 
Experiments 1 0.; 11, and 14 give a rough idea or the increase in 
. . 
mobility aa one raises the temp.erature while keeping all other canditioos 
identical. 'lb.e velocity for adenosine increased by 50~ for a ten degree 
change. 'lheref'ore for the rest of the experiments the temperature was con-
trolled to 0.1° to assure mObilities accurate to 1 or 2 per cent. 
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As a first ap1?rmd.lw:l.tio~: 0~1 c:ha .. n~)..:clf; t he gradient fra-.1 sucrose to 
~0 the mobility should be urmff'ected . The increase observe d. in C),.'")JGl"i-
ments 11 t:cnd 15 then could be due to errors in ti.1.e values of the electric 
* :fields E thR.t "(;Tere used. ;\nether possibility is t hat the adenosine 
interacts -.nth the sug&~ making i~h ·::J mole cular volume l arger t hu s reducing 
the velocity . The s eJOO e f:f'ect is observed in ·t:.he case of adenine . The 
increase in mobility is too large in goirl{3 fran t he co:.:lc1itions i.!1 e:~peri-
I.Iient 1 to those in experi ment 2 to be accounted f or by the 6° i ncran.se in 
temperature . 
The 7-m::lthyladenine-mercuric ion systen turned out t o be more 
CCJlll)lex than the others . The mobility changes as a function of ti..rne. 
Experiments 25, 24, and 2.3 we:ce done i!:Eediately a.f'ter miXing o:P the 
solutions, a:rter 10 hours1 and after 7 day s :respectively. In view of 
'· the f act that protonated 7-metrzyledenine h G.s a mobility of 1.87 =~ 10- "" 
i t would appear t hat the change in mobility for the mercuric Cat.'Plex L."1 
-4 -4 going from 2.50 x 10 to 1.45 x 10 coutd. be accounted for ~J a ·i·2 s-pecies 
reacting to form a +1 species. There are a l s o spectral changes but they 
~re much slower and do not seem to be relatec'l. to t he decrease in mobility. 
Since · t he hyclrolysis at mercuric ion-puri ne systems is not acccmQE:>-aied. by 
large ch.."lnges i.c"'l spectra one is tempted to say that f or some unexplc.i..'W.bl e 
reason in the case of 7-methyledeni..Yle thi 8 hyd.rolysis is slm;r. Ti1c c..lJ.ange 
in spect rum on the other hand could be cauned by mercuratian i i'1 ~.cb.e :lumber 
8-positian. 
The calf" t hymus DNA experiment s were used to check tha-i:; there i s 
no significant spreading of th::! boundary clue -Go convectio:o. sinC!El on JGhe 
* In experiment 11 E 'tvas xooa sured direc·c.l ;y· <·i'hile i n 15 i t was calculated 
from conductivities. 
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time scale used here theee high mo1ecular weight molecules should not dit-
:fuse significantly. 'l'his vas in :fact observed. At the same time it was 
shown that t~e mobility is the aame whether the boundary is movi.ng int o or 
out of the density gradient. Any possible significance o:f the DNA results 
is not discussed here since P. Baine and B. )i. Olivera o-r this leboratory 
are carrying out a much more extensive investiga tion at the electrophoresis 
o:f different DNA's under various conditions. 
Table 16 lists the experiments that m1ow the type ot reproducibility 
that can be obtained :for the proton and mercuric ion systems. Considering 
the complexity o:f the ~stems involved ru1d also of the solutions the average 
deviation at approximately 3 per cent i s not unexpected. 
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TABLE 16 
T pH u - cm~sec x 1o• v em A1> (maximum) 
adenine; H+ o.o + 0.1 2.14 1.09 
-
H+ 
o . o 
adenine; o.o ! 0.1 2.14 1.09 
6-N,N-dimethy1~~opur1ne; a• 6.0 ! 0.1 1.60 1.27 
H+ 
4.7 
6-N, N-dtmetbylaminopurine; 6.0 !. 0.1 2.30 1.33 
+ 
cytidine; H 6.0 :!: 0.1 1.6o 0.980 
+ 2.0 
cytidine; H 6 .0 .:!: 0.1 2.30 1.00 
adenine; CHsHg+ 6.0 ! 0.1 4.73 1.04 
adenine; CHsHg+ 6.0 :!: 0 .1 4.73 1.00 5.0 
adenine; CHsllg+ 6.0 ! 0.1 4.73 1.05 
+2 
adenosine l Hg 6.0 ! 0.1 2.30 0 .744 
+2 
adenosine; Rg 6.0 ! 0.1 2.;o 0.762 4.8 
. +2 
adenosine; Hg 6.0 + 0. 1 2.;o 0.727 
6-N,N-dimethylaminopurine; Hg+2 6.0 + 0.1 2.,0 l.4o 
-
+2 o.o 6-N,N-dimethylaminopurine; Kg 6.0 :!:. 0 .1 2.}~ l.4o 
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IX. CHARGES AS DETEE·ill~D BY ElECTROPHORESI S i \ND DIFFUSION 
.A s s l raacl.y mentioned in the i ntroduction the ch[~rge Z of' e.n ion 
is given by t he equation 
k = m.olecu.la r gcs constant 
T = e.bsolute temperature 
(kT) 0 2'. u electronic charge = 
-
e = e Do 
(22 ) 
0 
u = mobility 
Do 
= clif'fusion coefficient 
The above relationship holds s·crict. J.y only for an isolated particle 
of charge Z moving in a dielectric medium ur1de r the in:fluence of' an elec-
tric field E. For charged species i n solu4cion the above equation ht:'-S t o 
be modifi~d because of the ion atmosphere . u0 and D0 ere measu....-ed O:.'ll y 
in the limit i ng ce.se of very low concentrs:i:iia."l.s . 
T'ne t1m f actors affecthg £ are a ) the rel axation effect ruH:l b) 
the electrophoretic effect . These are drags experienced by the l oa be-
cause of retarding forces due to a non- symmetricnl ion atmosphe re a.'tld 
solvent motio~1 respectively . " The Debye- liuckel app r oximations are used in 
ca lculating t he TI1':J..Gnitude of' corrections necessary. 
T'ne force £:,. F due to t he dissy-illliletry of the ion atmosphere i s ob-
t e ined approxinntely (8 ) by multiply i ng the ratio of the distance the ion j 
is ahesd of its atmosphere to t he thiclmess oZ the latter by the t otal f orce 
bct1-reen the ion and its atmosphere, 
2 F ~F . =-~ K J 
J kT 
K - reciprocal o~ ia~ atmosphere 
(23) 
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The ion of i nterest v7ill 'be also cerried by the me dimn i n the 
direction opposite to its motio,.-. . Ii" one e.ssmues thai:. the entire charge 
-e of' the atmos:9here is s i tuated on a spherical sbell 1/ tt from the ion 
and that the motion of the sphere obeys Stokes La\-1 then 
£::,. u. 
J 
Consequently the net velocity uj is givecl by 
0 
I::. F., 
u j = u. - --'ol. + b. u. J fj J 
0 ~KF .; ttFi 
or u. ::: uj L w 6n~ J k-T:f' j 
e2~ ttl' 
0 ( 1 - I -~ ) (25) u . = uj J kT 
The above equat i o.11 h olds at relat i vely 10\7 concentr atioaf:l so that further 
refinements e.re necessary. 
The effect oi' increa sed ionic strength on diffusion conste.nts cn.n-
not be expla i ned by m-ry simple theory. The d:i.ffusion consta.11-G used i n 
equation 22 i s the limiting ca se f'or tre.cer or self'- cit:f'usion at low ionic 
s trength . These conditiO-"ls are only approximatel y sati sfied i n the actual 
experiments that have been done . 
The above discussion aerres to illustrat e the Llherent difficulty 
of calculating Z f or a.n ion even if a ccurate ;:neasurements of u e.nd D are 
available . However if gooc1 accura.cy 1vere obta i nable t he n an empir ical 
method might be use d . One could calcuLste e.n apparent charge Z
8 
by use 
o:f fonnul e. 22 f or a. can:pound or complex aZ definite ly l:i-10\m chaJ?a;e . 'I'k1en 
if' another ccmp ou.nd of s imilar structure b.ad ~~!:.e sam.e Z unde!' H'0"0Toximntely s. - .t:' 
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the same conditions one would inter they also had the same actual charge. 
Such an attempt has been made for the purine systems. 
Table 17 gives the d1Uusion results measured for the stationary 
boundary and the Z
8 
as calculated fran equation 22. The last column shove 
the e.ctwd Z for the protonated species. The numbers in brackets e.re the 
+2 
charge ranges expected tor the Hg canplex systems as deduced by electro-
phoresis. It also should be noted that the stationary boundary diftusion 
constants were used since the movi.i1g bou..""ldary ones generally were larger 
due to some convective or mechanical stirring. 
TABlE 17 
Expt. 
no. D 
s 
X 10e U X 104 z Z(actua1) 
a 
1. + adenine; H 2.1 1.09 1.19 +l 
3· ++ adenine; Hg 2.50 2.14 2.03 [1.3-1. 7) 
10. + adenosine; H 1.4 0.1Tf 1.30 +1 
17. ++ adenosine; Hg 2.54 0.762 0.72 [1.0-1.2] 
20. deoxyadenylic acid (5'); H+ 2.27 0.813 -0.86 - 1 
21. deoxyadeny1ic acid {5 I); H+ 2.18 1.3() -1.43 -2 
22. + 7-methyladenine; H 3.91 1.87 1.15 +1 
26. + 9-methy1adenine; H 3·37 1.58 1.12 +1 
27. +2 9-methyladenine,; Hg 2.74 1.45 1.27 (l.0-1.4] 
28. 6-N,N-dimetP~1sminopurine; II+ 2.21 1.27 1.38 +1 
29. 6-N1 N-dimetby1aminopurine; H+ 3.08 1.33 1.03 +1 
30· 6-N,N-dtmethylaminopurine; Hg+2 2.14 1.62 1.82 [1.4-1.8] 
32. 6-N,N-dimethy1aminopurine; +2 Hg 2.06 l.4o 1.63 [1.2-1.6] 
35. + cytidine; H 2.28 1.00 1.58 +1 
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It should be noted that for the protonated species of charge +1 
the val ues of Z are in the range ot 1.03-1.58. As he a been mentioned 
8 
before the accuracy of the diffUsion constants is only of the order of 
3fY1, so that the above spread 1n Z is probably due i n larger part to the 
, a 
unrel.iability of the D's. The two negative species shown in Table 17 
have low values of Z as canpared to z. This observed difference between 
a 
the positive and negative ions probab1y reflects the different effect that 
the surrounding medium has on their di1 l'fusiO..Yl constants. 
The empirical method as outlined in this section really looks 
hopeful when c:ne observes that the average Z
8
' s for the canplex mercuric 
iO.Yl systems :f'all in the expected range as again determined by the electro-
phoresis results and the Z 's observed for proto."lated systems. As an 
a 
+2 
example adenine-Hg gives a Z ot 2.03 while t he actual average Z is 
a 
probably in the range 1.}-1.7. 
tends to be higher than z. 
Again w-~ see tha t for positive ions Z 
a 
Thus we me.y conclude that the results obt a ined so tar sh ow that 
the empirical approach tor determining t he cha rge should not be abandoned. 
Better diffusion coefficient measurements hold the key for determining h ow 
good this 100thod may be . 
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X. CZNERAL COOCLUSIONS 
+2 The puri...Tle end pyrimidine systems involving reaction with Hg 
+ or CH3 -Hg have turned out to be more ccmplicated than was suspected from 
the ipitial spectrophotometric work. Electrophoresis has suggested that 
mixtures of' canplexea exist under conditicna where it was believed that 
on.cy- one complex predomine.tes. Further canplications such as mercuration 
and ultraviolet light induced reaction have also been detected. However 
it e.ppears that even under these sanewhat adverse condi tiona electro-
phoresis can be a valuable tool in helping to determine what takes ple.ce 
in systems where other types of' measurement are hard or impossible. 
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APPSNDIX 1 
Detailed Description of A~tus 
Por convenience, Pigure 2 1 the schematic drawing of the apparatus, 
is aJ.so shown on page 68. 
The light source (a) is a General Electric H85 A3 mercury arc 
having a quartz envelope about 1.5 em fran the arc itself. The arc can 
be adJusted horizontally and vertically for maximum intensity by means of 
a rack and pinion arrangement. Directly in front is a 3.5 em diameter and 
... 3 mm thick ground quartz plate (b). This light diffuser causes the loss 
of about 4~ at the intensity but averages out all the fluctuations 1n 
intensity due to the wanderL11g of the s.rc. Mounted right next to the 
quartz plate is a diaphragm type slit (c). The size of the opening can 
be easily varied and for the experiments to be described here was opened 
3 mm. A ema~ler diameter hole does not allow enough light to pass through 
while a larger one leads to focusing problems since one does not have any 
more a point source. As far as the rest of the optical system is concerned 
the iris ot the diaphragm appears to be the light source. 
In order to filter out all wave lengths except those in the 24o-
28o ~ range where the compounds of interest have absorption maxima three 
different filters (d), (e), and (f) are employed. (d) is a 7-54 Corex 
filter two inches square and 3.04 n:m thick (no. 9863). (e) and (f) are 
identical size (8 em long; 3.5 em in diameter), quartz, "high-pressure" 
filters obtained from the Spinco Division of Beckman Instruments and 
filled With c.s2 and Br2 gea respectively. T'o.us moat of the light intensity 
that has been utilized in these experiments is due to the 265 ~ line with 
IE---- ---- 30.3 em -----';.j 
1.8 cmj 9em j~ f'---8 em >1._ 8 em~ 
a 
c 
/ 
defogging 
Fig 2 
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() 
3 
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c - slit j - electrophoresis cell 
d,e,f - filters m - moving slit 
g,£ , n - quartz lenses 0 - phototube 
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much smaller CO!ltributions t"ran nearby emissio..'l lines. An actual experi-
mental check wns I!E.de to show that the light is moo.oehranatic enough so 
that deviations fran Beer• s Law are not detectable. 
(g) is a. 4o mm diameter fused quartz lens with a 28.5 em t"ocal 
length t"or the 265 !l\l l.ine. Since the e.ypa.rent light source (c) is at 
the f'ocus parallel light leaving the lens enters the cooling cell at 
point (h) through a quartz window ha.Vi.'lg a diruooter of 5 em. 
The cooling cell {i) is ma.d.e fran "- 1. 5 nm thick stainless steel 
plate. It is 30 em long, 25.5 em vide, and 30 em deep and can be lowered 
and raised as necessary. Mounted flush with the inside walls is the cool-
ing coil consisting of 24 t"eet of 5/16" o.<l .• ste.inless steel tubi..DS which 
is connected to a Precision Scientific Canpany constant tempenrture bath. 
By this means the temperature of the cl.istilled ~0 in the cooling cell can 
be maintained to w1 thin .:!:. 0.1° C ot any preset temperature. '!he cooling 
cell is provided with a variable speed stirrer nnd is completely h1sulated 
by 1" thick polystyrene foe.m. At position (k) is another quartz window 5 em 
in diameter. For eXperiments below room temperature predried air is passed 
continuously OV"er the Window's to prevent fogging. 
The electrophoresis cell 'Which vill be described separately is 
mO'Wlted at (j) 14.8 em fran Window (b). The parallel light obtained at 
(g) passes through the l em light path of the electrophoresis cell and 
leaves the cooling cell by 'Window (k). 52.7 em fran position {J) ia a 
quartz lens (J) simi.l.ar to lens (g). The 1:1 image ar the electrophoresis 
cell is formed 6o em fl'Qll (!) at (m) where the movi.."lg slit is located. 
The object and image distances are not equal because at the veter in the 
light path. 
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The moving s~it is raised o.nd lowered manually b'J mems of a. copper 
strip whiCh winds around the axle of a linear~ precision, single-tum, 
continuous-rotation 10 K potentiometer (G. s. Marshal.l Compe.ny-Helipot 
Model No. 5705}. A 1. 5 v battery is used as a voltage source. 'n'le almost 
linear change in current as the slit is moved is plotted as the abscissa on 
a Moseley Model X-135 x-y recorder. Abaol.ute distance is obtained from 
markers which are e. detini te distance apart next to the electrophoresis 
cell. The slit Wid.th is adjustable but hc.e been set at 0.1 mm. 
At position (n) 1.5 em past the slit is a 15.5 em focnl length 
l.ens. It tocusee the light passing through the s~it oo an RCA IP28 photo-
tube. The lens ia used in order to t:cy to keep the light falling on the 
same spot ot the r>hotoseusitive surl'nce no matter 'Where the moving slit 
is positioned. 
In the photOimlltiplier there are ten ste.ges. The stage resistances 
are 68 K, there is a load resistor of 225 K and 1n paral~el 'nth the load 
resistor there is a .05 IJ.fd capacitor. A Keithley Model 24t) hif9.1 voltage 
supply has been used to give e. 6o volt drop per stage. The final photo-
current is proportional to the amount of light reaching the photocell and 
is measured by using the y-input or the x-y recorder. The input resistance 
of the x-y recorder is 1n parallel with the photocell load resistor. 
Thus one obtains a plot of intensity of light passing through the 
electrophoresis cell versus position in the cell. 
By choosing the correct light filters and phototubes and With 
proper adjustment for the change L~ focal length as a function of' wave-
length the appe.ratus could be used for investigation of systems having 
absorption maY~ 1n other regions of the ultraviolet and in the visibl.e. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Detailed Description of the Filling of 
the Electrgphoresis Cell 
For ccnvenience Figures 3 and 4 and Table 2 on all c£ which the 
follO\oTing discuasicrn is based are also included in this appendix. 
l. The electropho~sis cell is mounted and clamped in the proper 
position in the cooling cell. The cell shouJ.d be clean and dry. 
2. Electrode canpartment K is filled through stOpCock I with 
electrolyte solution (no. 8) care being taken that no air bubbles remain 
trapped in K or stopcock J. Stopcock J is closed right atter solut ion 8 
pushes all air out o:f' it, but I remains open. Syringes are used for 
layering all the solutions in the cell. 
3. Polyethylene tubing L lee.ding :f'l"''ll. the mixer to the L"1let 
tube E is pinched closed. 
4. Solution No. 1 is passed in thl'Qtl€;h stopcock H until i t ie 
just past Joint c. step 3 prevents solution 1 from creeping into the 
inlet tube. 
5. Stopcocks H and I are closed and J is opened. Distilled ~0 
ie passed into the cooling cell and is cooled d011o"l1 to the desired tempera-
ture. · Simultaneously defogging at Windetls ia started. 
6. SOlution 1 is added or removed e.s necessary so that its sur-
face ia even with the inlet tube. 
7. The syrinses containing solutions 2 and 4 are mounted in the 
gradient !D8king machine. 
8. lnl.et tube L is opened. Tubing M is filled with solution 2 
and tubing N, the mixer, tubine L, and the inlet tube E are tilled with 
Ag-AgC£ ~ 
electrode 
18-28% D2 0 
gradient with 
absorbing 
material 
(no.~5) 
36% D20 
solution 
(no. 1) 
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Fig 3 
Electrophoresis Cell 
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TABIB 2 
A Representative Set or Solutioos for an Electrophoresis Experinlent 
Soln. ~0 
no . vol. ~ 
1 }5 
2 28 
3 28 
4 8 
5 8 
6 4 
7 0 
8 Electrolyte: 
Nac.eo4 HCJO,. 
., p X 10$ 
0 . 10 5. 0 
0.10 5. 0 
0.10 5.0 
0.10 5 . 0 
0.10 5.0 
0.10 5.0 
0.10 5.0 
~ 6 F Iie.C.t and 0., 6 F HC.t 
Hg(c.o,.)a 
. 'I X 10" 
8.0 
8 .0 
8.0 
8 .0 
8 . 0 
8 .0 
Purine or 
Pyrimidine 
. F :c 105 
8 .0 
8.0 
... 
solution 4. L is pinched closed so t hat there is no tendency for solution 
4 to enter the cell. 
9. NO'Ir using a syringe that has attached to the needle tip a 
narrow glass capillary bent at right angleo one care~ l2..yera solutia1 6 
on top or so1utioo 1 until the cell is filled to the top or j oint B. 'lliia 
solution has been precooled to the temperature in the cell eo that no co..'1-
vecti on currents are aet up. 
10. 'l'he tOp electrode is mounted. 1.11 place e.nd electrolyte solution 
is placed in compartment A until the ·electrode is just covered. 
ll. Precooled solution 7 is carefully layered on top of oolution 6 
to the tOp of the square centre.l. tube end similarily on tOp of the elect ro-
lyte in compartment A. Then additional volume is added as Shown to obtain 
good electrical contact. 
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1.2. Na-tt the initial intensity (I
0
) is measured (see Fig. 4). The 
mercury arc is allowed to warm up at least a halt'-hour before the filling 
ot the cell. 
13. Polyethylene tube L is opened and the density gradient machine 
is turned on. At the hal:f'way mark the machine is stopped, L is closed 
again Md the syringes with solutious 2 and 4 are replaced by syringes 
cootain1Il8 solutions 3 and 5. Care has to be taken that no bubbles are 
introduced into the system during this operation. 
14. Tube L is Opened and the rest of the gradient pe.aaed in until 
the bounde:ry appears in the light pe.th (curve 1 - Pig. 4). now L is 
clamped shut once more. Since about two-thirds of L are submerged in 
the coolant no precooling or solutions 2 to 5 is necessary. 
15. If diffusion measurements are desired then the bou.."ldary is 
sharpened by withdrawal at solution between po:L:nto x and y (Fig . 4). A 
very narrow capill..ary whose end is bent at 90° ~ wich is attached to 
a syringe clamped 1n a preca.libre.ted position is used. After t.he "1ith-
drawal at the solution the capillary can be removed with minimum clis·~ur­
bance giving a bou..11dary which can be as narrow as 0.2-0.3 nm (curve 2 -
Fig. 4). 
16. One 1::: now ready tor electrophoresis. 
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P R OP O S I T I ON S 
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PROPOSITION I 
It is proposed that an 1nvestigatioa be made ot the i nteracti on 
.of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) with methylmerCury. 
The metal ion complexes of DNA have drawn increasing attention 
during the past :f'ew years as e. possible means of obtaining additional 
information about the structure and properties of D..1-JA. Hg +2 and .Ag +l 
ions have been used to study the complexing of the nitrogen base moieties 
(l-6). Various types of measurements have been m."l.de, but so far i t has 
not ~en possible t o propose e. definite complex or ccmplexes to explain 
all the observed :results. 
+2 As Hg ion is added t o DNA e.·t pll 5. 7 e. decrease in viscosity is 
observed 1nd1ce.tit"18 sane disruption of the helical DiiA structure. The 
ccmplexing is .a.ccoru.panied by spectral shifts. Initially there seem to be 
+2 +2 t\10 protoo.s released per Bg ion. There is one canplex up to one Hg 
io•'l per two DNA bases and additional complex or complexes at higher con-
cent ratione. 'lhe complexing can be reversed b'J the addition of a strong 
+2 Hg complexiug agent and native DNA With retained biological activity ia 
recovered (7). 
The hydrosen bonding ot an A-T pair in D.t"tA is shown below as a 
supplement to the discussion that follows. 
Adenosine 
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Beaction of Hg+2 with the N~3 or N-7 nitrogens of adenosine (or 
guanosine in the GC pairs) cannot give the observed two proton release. 
An Rs+2 ion betveen the bases of the Watson-Crick structure should destroy 
all the hydrogen balding. A bond between N-3 of the pyrimidine and rl-1 ot 
the purine should liberate only one proton, 'While a bond between N-3 C1f 
the pyrimidine and the amino group of the purine would give a two ·proton 
release but requires a large amount of distortion of the DNA. 
+2 
n-interaction at the Hg ion With two bases vertically above each 
other in the same strand would also Lead to diatortion of the DNA and 
leaves unanswered the question of the observed proton release. 
Simi1ar11y the suggestion that the tvo strands of DNA slide so 
that tbymidines can be opposite each other would give the initial two 
proton release but requires a large amount of hydrogen bond cleavage. 
J'inally the :fact that native DNA can be regenerated would seem to 
rule out any suggestion that eny or the ccmplexes are the result of strand 
separation. 
+ The interaction of Ag ion with DNA is quite different from t hat 
of Hg+2 • There is very little decrease in viscosity, indicating that the 
helical structure is not disrupted. There i s no proton release upon forma-
lAg_+ 
tion or the first ccmplex (..., 4 bB.See) and some proton release tor the second 
lA+ 
complex (2 . ba!es). As pointed out by Yamane and Davidson ( 4) the above can 
be explained by assuming reaction with N-7 or N-3 nitrogens of the purines 
in alternate base pairs, followed by further reaction vith the remaining 
N-7 or N-3 accompanied by sane replacement ot the hydrogen bonding thus 
+ liberatin€; some H ions. 
+2 + It is obvious that the interactions of the Hg and Ag ions vi th 
DNA are complex. By oimplif'ying the system, i.e., by using an iO..Tl like 
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crr3- Hg+ llhich hns only one reactive pos itioa it Ghould be possible to 
obtain more concrete evidence about the type of complex or coc1plexe~ 
bei13g :formecl. +:'-' .1-Uso th~ problem of :lYclrolysis present 1:!1 the Iig ... -DNA 
system is e1intW>ated. 
For the mcthy:UJ.ercury-DNA syste~n i ·t should be easy to tell 
llhether the reocticn takes plece at the 1~-3 or I~-7 nitrogens of the 
purines as opposed to interactio:l with the nitroaeno i..."'lvolved. in the 
hydrogen bondL'1g . In the latter case one should ob·cein strand separa-
Thus it i s felt that experiments of the type alre ady carried out 
for the IIg +f? - DNA and Ag +-DNA system should be extended to the CII$Hg + -Dili\ 
system. 
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PROPOS!TIQrl II 
It has been observed in this laboretory that adenosine in the 
+2 presence of excess Hg ion undergoes photochemistry. It is proposed 
that the type at reaction taking pl.ace and the type of products formed 
be investigated. 
Since photoohemistr.y may play an important role in maqy biologica l 
processes the effect of radiation on biological materials and their can-
ponents has been of L"lterest. A limited amount at experiments have been 
done with purine derivatives. 
Purine nucleoside-bound carbohydrates like adenosine are stable 
even in alkal.ai where mo:no- and polysaccharides deccmpoee. ll'urthermore1 
Shugar and Wierzchowski (1) showed that tor adenosine in 0.01 M NaOO: 
-4 the sugar moiety is essentially unatfected b,y irradiating a 10 r 
solution with a resooance lamp (all wavelengths below 24o 1!\l ·filtered} 
at an intensity at 1017 quanta/cm2/min for l hour. Thus one concludes 
that the carbohydrate canponents ot purines are unai":fected by radiation 
of wavelengths greater than 24o Illi and even those down to 220 ~ Where 
the carbohydrates start absorbing weakly. The destruct ion ot the sugar 
may occur 1n some cases by energy transfer fran the aromatic ring. Other 
investigators (2-4) have also shown that nucleoeides and nucleotides at 
adenine and guanine are remarkably resistant t.o irradiation but that under 
analogous conditions adenosine triphosphate undergoes considerable degra-
dation. However no adenosine but ooly adenine ia a.mong the phot oprcxlucte 
indiceting that the sugar adenine bond is made labile by the pyrophosphate 
group. 
f) .• 
- v.L -
Si..l'lce adenosine in gen~~~.l exhibito high resistunce ·co r>lloto-
decom:_9os!t ion i t '\rould be o:r interest t o detel'\ll1ne uhe.t sort of products 
ere obtained when t he Hg+2 ccmplex u...J.cl.ergoos phot oreactio.'l . 
0.:1e. 
e. ) 'Ihat the Hg+2 ion !IlftJ:~es the sugar - purine bond labile . 'l'h.en 
+2 the products sh ould be o.n adenine- % canplex e..m'l carbohydrate . There 
ie also t h e possibilit y that the J..ibe reted cHrbohyd.rate reacts 1v:i:c:.1 tile 
e~-..c. ess Hg+2 iO:-l . 
"\ ) mt-. t . ' • M"h-.,..:1 t • • ' d ., . h d i - +2 1) .lue. c;ne ce.rb ...... ...,;v.ra e group J.S a.et;rcroye ana -c e a e~1 mJ- tlg 
C<k~.plex is left i ntHct . 
c ) That the purine is destroyed leav:L·tg the carbohydrate t o 
p ossibly react 1'U--cther with the excess Hg +2 :ton . 
or d. ) That there i s addition af ~0 e.c:eoss e. double bond as in t he 
case o:f p~"rimidines (aa first observec1. by Sins.'"leimer '\-rl th urid~llic e.cid 
(5)) or that sozre related reactioa take s p l ace . 
Besides <J.eterr..llning the products it 1·rould be of inte rest t o see 
vrhet her ca.npm.nds simi.lsr i n structu..-re t o adenosine axe also made pilo·t.;o-
+2 sens:i.tiv~ 'to/hen complexed With Hg ion . 
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PROPOSITION III 
The determinatioa of the emou..11-t ~ phosphorous (P) in different 
ma.terials of bioJ.ogical interest is often involved, tedious and un-
reliable (1) . 
-~1 It is proposed that the amount of p- 1..11 these materials be 
deterw.i.."led by the use o:f neutron activati0l1 enalysis . 
Irradiation of samples containing P31 in a thermal neutron pile 
leads to the production of radioactive p32. This isotope has a half- life 
(td of 14-. 30 days a.t""ld undergoes beta decay (1.701 kev 13-). 
2 
7.1 
The ther.-nal neutron cross section or p.:J is 0 .23 barns . For a 
neut1~m1 flu."{ of 5 x 1012 ~ and an irradiation time of 1 hour the 
c nee 
ratio of atans p32/atoros p3l-. 4. 14 x 10-9 . 
For 2 x 103 disintegrations of p:R- /m::ln right after irradiatio0.1 
7{_) 
the number of ~ atoos needed are 
(- a.p32 /dt )(t~) 
.tn 2 = 5. 95 x 10
7 atoms 
31 Then the approximate initial moles of' P needed are 
5. 95 x 107 ataus 
ozQ - 8 
"1_,31 = 2 • ..JV x 10 moles 
- 4 _n31. This corresponds to 7.6 :< 10 w_s .~ A deoxyribonucleie acid 
(DNA) solution havL'lg an optical e.baorbance of: 1 at 7\ = 26o 141 in a 1 em 
cell has a P concentration of - 1.5 x 10-4 moles/liter or 5 x 10- 3 mg of 
P /mJ . Therefore under the conditions outlined above the practical limit 
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would be the analysis or 1 mt of solution having an optica.l absorbence or 
0.1. 
The sensitivity of the method can be increased in several ways: 
14 
a) Thermal neutron 'fluxes as high a s l x 10 are available i n-
creasing the sensitivity by a factor ot 20 . 
b) Longer irradiation times can be used. Irradiation times 
longer than tA are not practical because of saturation. However one can 
2 
elliS! 
easily increase - ~ by at least a factor of one hundred. 
c) Another factor of ten may be obtained by settling for smaller 
initial decay rates and correspondingly longer counting times in those 
cases where the solution is free ot any interfering decay of other nuclides. 
As a result the detection ot .01 j.Lg of pS:l is possible. Therefore 
neutron activation may also be used for the detection of the presence of 
small amounts ot DNA or other materials. Up to now such detection involves 
the complicated process of labeling the material with p32 by chemical 
means. 
Por calibration purposes one would simultaneously irradiate a 
solution of known inorganic p31 concentration. In general a few days wait 
may be -necessary to allow any ahortlived radioactivity in the samples to 
die out (Na24 tor example). 
'Ihe.t the neutron activation procedure is feasible is supported by 
the fact that Mautner et al. (2) have succeeded in labeling the adenosine 
phosphates with pSB by irradiation in a thermal neutron flux. 
The great advantage ot neutron activation analysis is the minimum 
of chemical manipulation involved and the increased sensitivity that is 
obtainable. 
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PROPOSITION IV 
) +2 Perreira et al.. (1 observed that Hg ion in the presence of 
excess protonated purine or pyrimidine derivatives (HP+n) undergoes the 
~ollowing reaction 
Hg +2 + 2HP +n :;:::::::: HgP 2 +2n + 2H + 
In view of the mobility experiments alrea dy carried out for dif-
ferent HP+n, s in excess mercuric ion (2) it would be o:t interest to see 
+2n how the mobilities o~ the HgP2 c.omplexes vary ae a function r::Jt the 
different purine end pyrimidine derivatives that are available. There-
fore it is proposed that the mobilities of the above complexes (HgP2+
2
n ) 
be measured using radioactive ag20' isotope for detection of the concentra-
tion profile of the material ot interest. 
The optical methods used ~or the detection of concentration pro-
files cannot be used in thia case because t he purine and pyrimidine 
derivatives which have to be present in excess have large absorbances. 
+2 20}++ However i~ one were to use Hg ions having radioactive Hg · present 
as a tracer then the electrophoresis boundary can be detected by caretul 
removal of small aliquot& of the solution 1n the cell ~ollowed either by 
t3 or 7 counting (208 kev f'-; 279 kev 7 ). Good accuracy should be obta in-
able 11' the Q.istance Qf travel is long enough. Lerge enough counting rates 
are easily obtained and the he.l.:t'-li~e is long enough (45.8 days) so that 
corrections are not necessary for the decrease in decay rate during el.ec-
tropho:resis. 
+2n The determination ot the amount of HgP2 present as a function 
ot -positicc should be easier by the proposed means than by the use of an 
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analytical method. 203++ If the concentration at H8 is high enougb. the 
boundar.y may be roughlY detected during electrophoresis. 
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PROPOSITION V 
So far it has not been possible to present any canvincLJg evi-
dence as to the site of binding of a Hg +2 ion in a purine-like adenosine 
where N-11 N-31 N-7 and even N-6 are all possible binding sites. 
R = H for adenine 
R ::: sugar for adenosine 
It is proposed that in the case of adenosine and for other purines 
and pyrimidine derivatives where the solubility of the Hg+2 complex is high 
enough nuclear magnetic resonance (nmr) measurements should be used as a 
possible way of obtaining additional information or even solvi11g this prob-
lem. Also for easier interpretation of the nmr spectra labeling with c13 
is suggested. 
Measurements of proton nmr have been carried out for a number of 
different purines and pyrimidines in ~0 (1) and in deuterated dimethyl 
sulfoxide (2 ). 
The remai..<der of the discussion Will deal essentially vith adenL"le 
and adenosine as representative systems. 
In DziO the ri-6 and N-9 protons of adenine and adenosine exchange 
too rapidly to be observable. The chemical shi:fts tor the C-2 and C-8 
protons a.re similar because the environment is similar. The chemical 
shifts obtained by the Jardetzky' s (1) are listed i n parts per million 
with respect to the methyl protons ot toluene. 
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solvent 
adenine + 1.41 
adenosL"le + 1.37 
H- 2 
-1.62 
-L53 
H-8 
-1.48 
-1.78 
The assignment of the shifts to the protons i n the 2 ru1d 8 posi-
tions are not really def'inite since they 'tTere made according t.o t he a s-
sumption that the addi tion of sugar in the )-position would affect R-8 
more than H-2. 
Also since i n going fran neutral adenosine at pH 12.5 to the 
protonated species at pH 1.82 t he chemical shift ia larger for H- 2 
pH 1.82 12.5 
lis -2.09 -1.75 
~ -2 .01 - 1.57 
solvent +1.57 +1.54 
protonation next to this position is indicated . It is probably the one 
position and not the t hree since protonation takes pl ace in the fo~r 
in solid adenine hydrochloride (3,4). 
In deuternted dimethylsulfoxide the N- 6 and N- 9 proton resonances 
are also observed. ~2 I n the case of Hg complexes however this solvent is 
probably not practical because of l ow solubil ity and side reactiaas . At 
the same time t he reactions taking place i n an e:protic solvent might not 
be t he same ones t ha.t take place in ~0 or n2o. 
First of all i n order t o confirm the assignment of the peaks i n 
n,o by the Ja.rdetzey• G c13 with I = ! shoul d be incorporated in the imidazole 
'-
ring (i.e . , positiQ'l 8) . H-8 would then appear as a doublet wh.ile H-2 woul.d 
still be a singlet . Synthesi s of the l abeled compmLnd is practical. 
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Now the aclditiw of F.e; +2 ion j ust li..~e prot onation should lead 
to observable chemical shifts. Larger shift for the doublet would in-
+2 dice.te reactio:a on the imidazole ring while in t he reverse case t he Hg 
should be on the PYl~imidine part of the m olec~1le . 
Determination of the exact positi on may be possible by compa rlng 
the Shifts obtained vdt~ a number of at1~ctural~ different purines. ~ne 
limitat ion in this approach is probably solubility. It might be difficult 
to get concentrated enough solutionu to detect a signal. 
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PROPOSITiffi~ VI 
It hae been reported recently (1) tl1.<'J.ti cryst cl.s of cuprous 
chloride (Cue£) undergo striking changer3 in color upon heating . At 
room temperature t he crystals ere colorless. They change to deep 
blue at - l8o °C o..nd. -Go blue- black as ·the tere-yeratu:re is increa sed 
:further . T1.1e co101~ che.nges a re rever sible since coolix:tg leads to t11e 
origim,l colorless CuC.B . 
It is proposed that the cha nge in absorb1tion is due to nn 
electron transfer process . As the temperotur e is raised sane of t he 
C>-1 + ntams runy lose c.!'! electron -Go the nei ghboring Cu + atoms t.hus 
cresting positive (Cu++) end negative (eu0 ) s ites i n the cr.ys t Gl. 
It seems p1·obable that the electrooo "t-Tould be loot pref'erentiiall;y 
from the Cu + ata:us e.:.<1d act'c the Cl- atoms thotl(1l. the latter poss i -
bility should be l:;:ept in mind . Then by elect.ron transfer betuee.n 
C~+-Cu++ and eu0-eu+ the positive and negative oit es may migrate i n 
the crystal. Tllase processes woul.d eccoll.l·-rt. for the observ"ed high nb-
sorption in the visible region. 
It should be not ed that high ly absorb:Ln.c:; e lectr on trensfer 
( - + - ++ -)0 complexes of the type C£ -Cu -Cl - Cu - C£ have been ohown to 
exi st in aqueous solution (2) . Therefore it. is conceivable tho.t 
s imile r proces~::es '\Wuld t ake place in the CuC.t cx-ystals . 
Three types of e xpeJ."'iments e.re su.sgested to test the proposal: 
n ) Elect~on spin reoon~ce . 
eu·l- and C.B have all their e l ectron s paired. On the other hand Cu ++ 
0 
a11.d Cu both have 8-i'l U.'1pairecl e l ectron. Thus i t should be possible 
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to see the charn.cter!otic Cu++ (d9 ) e . s . r . c ignal and anothe r sic;rlP-.1 
due to Cu 0 ( s 1 ) . I f the freq,uency of' el<~ctron trrms:f'er ie not too high 
o:1e may also b2 able t o observe the hyper:f'ine spli ttings ( quartetn) re-
nulti n.g from the int eract ion of the electrons vr.1 th the nuclee.r spina 
(I = 3/2) . This splitting may be quite substa..11tial for eu0 si.11ce the 
odd electra."l spends an eppreci able t iL1e near the nucleus {s 1 ) . 
b) Electrical conducth"i ty 
If' es one increnses the t emperature electra:1 transfer does take pl a ce 
·iJhen the p resence cmd migration of' t he positive a.:ld negative sites 
ehould iacreaoe ·i.;he electrical conductivity of the crystal. This ef-
f eet then may be measured . 
c) DQ9ing of the= CUCA cr>Jstals . 
One should looL: e.t the color chal'lges '\-7hen one dopes a CuCJ crystal 
++ >·lith Cu and heat s the result . o-.ne should also see whether ele;'r""nte.l 
chlorine is given off upon melting i.e . to Gee 't-Thether C.t i o posoibly 
involved. in the e l ectron t ransfer. 
1111 of the abov-e e:>..-periments shoul d. help t o resolve the prob le .. ru 
of t he striki.t""'lg colOl' changes shown by euc.e cr,tstals • 
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